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Abstract
This thesis majorly consists of a research on Identity and Access Management. Terminology related to this topic is discussed and a formal functional definition is suggested.
It explores the business challenges Identity and Access Management addresses, the
technologies it consists of and the solutions it can and may offer.
Apart from this research, the thesis also includes a report on my activities as well
as personal observations during my internship at an information security consultancy
company. Two major projects related to Identity and Access Management are intensively
and extensively discussed. Some interesting details of a couple of smaller independent
tasks are also included as ”food of thoughts”.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter describes the motivation behind the choice for an internship. Both the
structure and style of the report will also be discussed, hereby providing a general overview
of what the different projects entailed.

1.1

Motivation

Prior to enrolling in the Information Security Technology (IST) program at the
Technological University of Eindhoven (TU/e), I already obtained a Master in Computer
Science from the University of Antwerp (UA). Before undertaking the internship, however,
I considered my actual working experience to be rather limited.
As I already wrote a Master Thesis for my previous studies, I did not consider this
to be an important new learning experience anymore. Even though at the time I found
writing such a thesis very interesting and enjoyable, upon learning it was possible to do
an internship as a final project, I saw this as a great opportunity to gain some practical
experience and at the same time apply the academic knowledge gained throughout my
studies.
My aim for this final project was foremost to find a challenging job at a company where
information security is their core business. During this time, I also tried to expand this
work by finding a general information security related theme that would encompass the
projects I did during this internship and which I could do further research on. This way,
I discovered the intriguing topic of Identity and Access Management. This document is
the result of my research into this topic as well as a description of my actual work during
the internship.
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1.2

Structure of this report

Apart from this introduction, the report consists of four chapters, each representing an
individual point of discussion. The first two chapters cover the major projects I did during
the course of the internship, which form the main bulk of the report and contain both
research and an actual description of my activities. Additional articles I wrote during the
course of the internship are provided in appendices.
A brief overview of the different topics.

1.2.1

Working at irC 2

In this chapter, everything related with Information Risk Control (irC 2 ), the company I
did my internship at, will be discussed. This includes some background of the company
itself, my relation to the company and the nature of my internship.

1.2.2

Identity and Access Management: Database Migration
project

This chapter mainly consists of research on Identity and Access Management. This
is followed by a description of my activities during my first big project, which was a
database migration and synchronization. This project was part of an Identity and Access
Management project irC 2 which was already carrying on for almost two years at a certain
customer.

1.2.3

Building a secure Web Application

This chapter will be about the development of a secure Web Application at the same
customer. While its relationship with Identity and Access Management will not be
explicitly described, nonetheless, an important connection with this topic does exist as
well. Although it does not fall under the definition of Identity and Access Management
itself, building a secure Web Application can be seen as something that can be made ’on
top of’ an existing Identity and Access Management infrastructure, which was the case
here. To make this clearer, the image on the next page shows a representation of the two
projects I did and their relation to Identity and Access Management.

2

Figure 1.1: Schematic representation representing my activities in relation to Identity and Access
Management

The chapter will be divided into two components; research and the actual report
itself. Due to the nature of the project, the research will thus mostly be centered around
discovering the different tools and technologies used for building secure Web Applications
in an enterprize environment. So, this will be very practical.

1.2.4

Extra projects

While being employed at irC 2 , I also had to do some extra projects. These included
writing a couple of articles and smaller reports.

1.3

Style of this report

To end this introduction, a few remarks on the writing style of this report will be given
here.
As this document is more a personal log of my activities during my internship than
pure scientific research, I have chosen to use a more personal language. Most obviously
this is reflected in the frequent use of the first person instead of the more common third
person.
As I speak both Dutch and English, I also had to make a choice concerning the language
to write in. While most of my work during the internship was actually in Dutch, I found it
more appropriate to write in English as the rest my studies are conducted in English too.
Inevitably, the use of Dutch in this report was unavoidable, on these occasions however a
small summary in English will be added .
Additionally, because of my concerns on breaching the privacy of customers of irC 2 ,
I also decided to exclude all confidential information related to specific customers, most
notably their names.
3

Chapter 2
Working at irC 2
Before covering the projects that were completed during the internship in the next
chapters, a description of the company where the internship opportunity was provided
will be given in this chapter. Some background information on how things were agreed
upon and how these evolved during the course of the internship will also be indicated.

2.1

Contacting irC 2

When it was time for me to start searching for a final project for my studies, I contacted
an acquaintance and came to know that he worked in the field of Information Security
himself. So, I posed him the question whether he knew some place where I could do an
internship. He suggested me that at his own company there might be some possibilities
to do so.
In October 2005, I hence made an appointment with him to discuss on this issue.
We decided to meet at the infosecurity.nl convention as this would also give me the
opportunity to talk with his boss and some of his colleagues. A year later, the same
convention happened to play a small role during the internship itself too. This will be
further detailed later in chapter 5.
This way, I came in contact with the company irC 2 , which was at the time actually
still called Ascure Netherlands. Because everybody was enthusiastic about cooperating
afterwards, a couple of months later I had a second meeting. This time it was in
Nieuwegein, where the headquarters of the company was located. After a small solicitation
interview, it was decided that if I wanted to, I could start an internship.
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2.2

What is irC 2

Information Risk Control (irC 2 ) is an independent Information Security consultancy firm
whose main aim is to help companies to keep risks in check and guarantee the robustness
of their IT infrastructure. To achieve this, the security experts working at irC 2 try to
combine their expertise with common sense.
Apart from daily work, employees at irc2 regularly give presentations or publish
articles in their area of expertise. The company also offers contributions to several
associations, like the Dutch chapter of the Open Web Application Security Project
(OWASP)[1], an open-source project dedicated to finding and fighting the causes of
insecure software on the web.
Irc2 offers multiple technical and organizational services. The services can all be
brought under the acronym AGAIN, which stands for ”Audit and Risk Management”,
”Governance and Compliance”, ”Application and Web-application”, ”Identity and
Privacy” and ”Network and Infrastructure” services.

2.2.1

Audit and Risk Management services

On these services, irC 2 can support its customers with CISA certified ICT-auditors.
Under the risk management services, irC 2 aides its customers performing risk analysis,
to select measures to cover these risks and to make rest risks more transparent.

2.2.2

Governance and Compliance services

With these services irC 2 assists customers with:
• the development of an information security Governance framework
• describing an information security policy
• the creation of an information security management system using the ISO27001
framework[2].

2.2.3

Application and Web-application services

Application and web-application services include all information security issues related
to securing (web)application software by conducting security tests and using methods for
developing safe (web)applications.
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2.2.4

Identity and Privacy services

Identity and Privacy services are about defining who may execute roles on certain systems
and under which conditions. Well-known terms in this field are Identity and Access
Management and PKI. Because the storage of data is frequently a necessity to satisfy
audit demands, this subject has been linked inextricably with privacy issues.

2.2.5

Network and Infrastructure services

Network and Infrastructure services consist of researching into, designing and implementing safe infrastructures. An important part of this is the work of irC 2 ’s own ’white hat
hacker team’, which has already assisted many companies and agencies at examining
their infrastructures through the eyes of a hacker. Because adequate maintenance is a
basic component for good information security, also patch management is a part of these
services.

2.3

Working at irC 2

As a consultancy, irC 2 is dependant on external companies to provide projects. Because
of this, it is not very evident to make all arrangements for an internship much in advance.
This was partially so because I was the first person to have ever done an internship at
irC 2 .
A couple of months before I made contact with irC 2 , two of their consultants made a
security audit for a Dutch company. Due to lack of funding however, the implementation
of security solutions for the problems they identified was not being done. IrC 2 therefore
offered this company to send me to do this technical implementation. The work that had
to be done was mostly related to setting up Intrusion Detection and Patch Management
systems.
Plans were however changed extensively when, as a way of introduction, my
Curriculum Vitae was send to all of my new irC 2 colleagues and one of them contacted
me to discuss an alternative project that seemed to fit my profile well. This project was a
database migration, which was part of an Identity and Access Management project irC 2
has been implementing at a certain client company.
When my database project was ending, a new project emerged at the same company.
This was the implementation of a secure web application for their website. As this would
have to be implemented on the existing Identity and Access Management infrastructure,
this looked like an interesting second project to do, as this would look at Identity and
Access Management from another aspect.
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Chapter 3
Identity and Access Management:
Database Migration project
This chapter consists of three sections: Section 3.1 a brief project conception, Section
3.2 an introductory research on Identity and Access Management (IAM), an information
security concept that played a major role, and finally Section 3.3 a description of my
activities during the project.

3.1

Project Description

The project itself was a database migration, which was part of a much larger Identity
and Access Management solution, as already explained in the introduction. To give an
idea of the size of this complete project, it is worth to mention that irC 2 has already
been working on the project for two years. Not only does it entail the design and
implementation of certain technical solutions, it also requires the consultants to get
comprehensive understanding of their customer’s current IT infrastructure, which in turn
involves extensive lot of research, usually in parallel with interviews of employees. In most
cases, IAM projects have a huge impact on companies, from which policies often are to
be taken into account.
Evidently, it is very hard to jump into a long running project as complex and companyspecific as the implementation of an IAM solution. For this reason, one of the challenges
faced during this project was to figure out what was going on. I joined the project when the
information gathering phase was already finished and some proof-of-concept components
were already written. In a stadium like that, it is not evident to simply join the project
and start implementing solutions, especially given a time-frame as limited as one reserved
for an internship. So, in such condition, I was suggested to work on a database migration
7

system, something that did not belong to the core of the IAM solution, but did form an
intrinsic part of it.
In the meanwhile however, I could observe our work on the central components of the
Identity and Access Management system. Together with the fact that I was also invited to
join meetings and discussions related to the implementation of the IAM solutions at the
customer, this provided an enormous practical learning experience and some useful reallife examples to illustrate certain concepts discussed during the research in this chapter.
The term database migration simply means that data stored in one database is copied
into another. This task is often a lot harder than it sounds. The database migration
project that I was assigned to actually consisted of three separate issues that had to be
addressed. As the source database was an IDMS network database on a mainframe
and the data-model that was delivered was from a relational database, primarily a
means had to be found to copy the data from the source database into an intermediate
relational database without information loss. Secondly, the relational data-model on this
intermediate database had to be mapped to the provided data-model. Finally, based on
this mapping, a mechanism had to be developed and implemented that could take data
from the intermediate database, transform it, and finally insert it into the final database.
Adding more to the complexity, this final database would also, independently, be filled
by a subsidiary company in Belgium.
Before going further into details, explaining how database migrations are related to
IAM projects, let us first take a deep look at what Identity and Access Management really
is.

3.2
3.2.1

Identity and Access Management Research
Introduction

In order to be successful in today’s world, it is of uttermost importance that companies
that wish to stay competitive are both flexible without compromising security and have
a stable and efficient IT infrastructure. As more and more e-business is starting to
play an important role, many companies need good methods to manage secure access to
information and applications across multiple systems which are currently in high demand.
As on-line services to employees, customers and suppliers need to be offered in a secure
way, now more than ever companies need to be able to trust the identities of users requiring
access and easily administer user identities in a cost-effective way[3].
To address these issues, the concept of Identity and Access Management has been
introduced, which combines business processes, technologies and policies to manage
digital identities and specify how digital identities are used to access resources[4]. Before
elaborating more on the management of them, let us briefly explore the concept of
identities first.
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3.2.2

Identities and the Identity Life Cycle

An identity, or a digital identity to be more precise, consists of a unique identifier and
descriptive attributes of a person, group, device or service [4]. Examples include e-mail
accounts, records of users in a database and logon credentials for custom applications.
As they do not necessarily have to correspond with actual people, even an object in a
directory representing a printer or server on a network can be seen as identities. The
scope of IAM projects is hence much wider than that of User Management and could
theoretically include every identifiable company asset. A lot of research has been done
defining and exploring the abstract concept of digital identities, but this study field mostly
goes beyond the scope of this research. [5] and [6] however map the concept of a digital
identity, as defined above, into a three-tier model which, although it is not commonly used,
seems interesting and convenient to use in the light of Identity and Access Management.

Figure 3.1: The three-tier digital identity model

The first tier of the model is called the Identity, referred here as Core Identity in order
to avoid confusion. The Core Identity is defined as a constant that does not change the
unique digital representation of an entity in a domain. The next tier is the Persona, which
can be seen as the application of the Core Identity in a certain situation. In other words,
a Persona is the representation of a Core Identity in a specific resource, for example the
representation of employees in a Human Resources Management System (HRMS) of a
particular company. The third and final tier is the Role, which is a specific application
within a Persona. The objects in the HRMS described above for example can have
employee or manager Roles. These roles are not mutually exclusive, as the same Persona
can have both an employee and a system administrator Role for example. Basically, the
three-tier model can be seen as an object oriented description of an identity. On top
9

you have the Core Identity consisting of different Personas, which in turn inherit the
characteristics from their various roles. The (digital) identity of a person, group, device
or service is then the sum total of these three layers.
The use of certain key terms is not always consistent among the many resources that
are available on Identity and Access Management and their exact denotation is not always
made clear. This is especially true while comparing research papers offered by different
vendors. To avoid bias and confusion, in this research solely the terminology as defined
in this vendor independent three-tier model will be used.

3.2.2.1

The Identity Life Cycle

The Identity Life Cycle is closely related to the concept of digital identities. It comprises
three main steps[7]:
• Provisioning
• Maintenance
• Deprovisioning

3.2.2.2

Provisioning

The term provisioning is often explained with an example of a new employee. When people
join a new company, they often need physical objects like an office, a desk, a phone, a
key card, etc. Likewise, many collections of digital information need to be created for
the new employee describing who s/he is and what his/her roles and entitlements (access
rights and privileges) are within the organization. The allocation of these digital objects
and the creation of the digital identity information that enables the necessary services for
a user is called provisioning[7].
This idea can however be expanded to more than just people joining the company.
Many individuals from outside the company might also need provisioning, for example
customers, vendors and business partners. Basically, everything that can have an identity
that might use provisioning. While provisioning is often limited to people-related identity
information, it might hence also include the information of other company assets.
Provisioning often happens when a new identity is created at the beginning of the
Identity Life Cycle. Typically, information that describes the object corresponding
with the identity is provisioned into Human Resources (HR) systems, operating system
directories, application directories, etc. From these newly created Persona’s, additional
information describing the identity’s roles and entitlements within the organization is then
created. For example, upon joining the company every new employee might have a user
account created on a certain server. This Persona might contain identity information like
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the person’s job title. This information can in turn be used to define the roles this person
might have. A new employee with ”administrator” as its job title might for example
automatically be added to the administrators group on said server.

3.2.2.3

Maintenance

Identity information is prone to changes over time. During the Identity Life Cycle,
modifications of it will therefore most likely be necessary. Synchronization plays a
substantial role here. As the information is updated in one data store, it is often
desired that this will be distributed automatically to other data stores using certain
synchronization processes that are in place. An example of this would be the change in
home address of a certain employee. This piece of identity information might be modified
in the HR system of the company and then synchronized to a server belonging to a
department that sends out a monthly magazine to all employees.
Maintenance however should not be confused with (re)provisioning. As maintenance
is solely about updating identity information it does not cover the creation of new
information that describes persons, groups, devices or services. For example, if an
employee of a certain company is promoted, this might cause him/her to acquire new roles
and responsibilities. To reflect these new entitlements, the employee’s identity information
is said to be reprovisioned, not synchronized. As the promotion might cause changes in
various relationships, it is possible that news accounts and other data objects must be
created in various data stores.

3.2.2.4

Deprovisioning

Previously, we learned that when an employee joins a company, through provisioning, it
is digital identity is created. In time, while the employee keeps on working at the same
company, the identity information will be modified and synchronized. On major changes,
like a promotion, the information might even be reprovisioned. When an employee leaves
the company however, its identity reaches the end of its life cycle and it is time for the
last phase, deprovisioning.
Deprovisioning corresponds with the removal or disabling of Persona’s when an
identity leaves a domain. For every system that stores one of its Persona (by hand
or automatically) a choice has to be made from the following actions:
• Delete the Persona
• Disable the Persona but keep it
• Disable the Persona but delete it later
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Deleting the Persona simply means that the Persona will be removed from the data
store. This action could have at least two caveats. Firstly, one has to realize that this
might also remove valuable history information, which might still be necessary for auditing
later. Secondly, one has to keep in mind that groups or distribution lists the Persona
formally belonged too might not update automatically.
There are however countless reasons why in specific situations one might prefer
disabling a Persona to deleting it. As already mentioned, the account might still be
needed for auditing later. Another practical example would be an e-mail account, which
might still be useful to forward e-mails to a new address. When a Persona is disabled,
basically it will still physically exist but it will not be possible anymore to log in with it,
nor to get services previously associated with it.
Finally, one might also choose to implement a mechanism that disables a Persona
first but deletes it only after a certain time interval has passed. This is a good way to
protect against accidental deleting (for example because of an erroneous edit in an HR
application) and might combine the benefits of both previously mentioned actions.
From a security point of view, deprovisioning is a very important step that is often
neglected but should be done in a timely and accurate manner. Frequently, identity
information of former employees can still be found on the systems of organizations and
sometimes they even still have working accounts. This not only presents a grave security
risk, but also potentially makes the company liable for regulatory compliance, create legal
exposure or disturb efficient business processes. We will expand upon this later in this
chapter.
During an identity’s life cycle it might be possible that a Persona temporary becomes
disabled. This might happen for example when a customer does not pay its invoice in
time. This process however is not part of deprovisioning but is generally considered
maintenance.
3.2.2.5

Identity Life Cycle Management

As companies typically consist of multiple departments, which might be spread over
numerous countries and regions and often contain various business divisions, each making
different software choices, identity information is usually spread over many different
identity stores. As this greatly effects the efficiency and accuracy with which companies
can manage identities, this increases costs and causes complicated security issues. As soon
as identity information is stored at more than one place, the problem on how to manage
this data innately emerges.
Not only does the proliferation of identity stores form a challenge for the introduction
of new identities in the domain, but it also worsens over time, as companies grow and
evolve. This is especially so in the case of a merger or acquisition of another company.
Identity Life Cycle Management consists of processes and technologies used for
provisioning, maintaining, reprovisioning, synchronizing and deprovisioning identity
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information, in compliance with governing policies. It is the heart and certainly one
of the most visible features of Identity and Access Management, making the success of an
IAM solution greatly depend on the efficiency of how the Identity Life Cycle is managed.

Figure 3.2: Identity Life Cycle Management as part of an IAM system

3.2.3

Access Management

The term Identity and Access Management is sometimes simply referred to as Identity
Management and both terms could practically be considered as synonyms. Confusingly,
while Access Management is often presented as a process closely related but different and
non-overlapping with Identity Management, sometimes it is actually considered to be an
intrinsic part of it. Like Identity Life Cycle Management before, for clarity’s sake, in this
report Access Management will be considered a feature of the singular concept Identity
and Access Management.
Previously, we saw that Identity Life Cycle Management is the core of an IAM system
and mainly focused on everything involving Persona’s. While Roles also come into play,
being created and assigned to Persona’s, their function can be considered passive. As
another feature of IAM, Access Management can be viewed as a layer around Identity
Life Cycle Management in which we focus on the Role tier.
We will examine Access Management here on two different levels. First, we will
look at Access Management systems, which are products that can be integrated into
IAM architectures to support Access Management. They can be considered the building
stones of Access Management in IAM. Next, we will examine the Access Management
mechanisms that IAM solutions employ. The section will end with a summation of certain
key technologies that belong to the domain of Access Management and which are often
referred to in related literature.
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Figure 3.3: Access Management as part of an IAM system

3.2.3.1

Access Management Systems

According to [8], Access Management systems are systems that support the definition and
enforcement of policies and rules that govern access to network resources. To accomplish
this, the design of Access Management systems is often remarkably similar to the Identity
Life Cycle Management systems previously discussed. Access Management systems
consist of one or more repositories, in which access policies are stored and maintained.
Furthermore, centralized management of these policies must be enabled and distributed
enforcement supported. Due to the similarities in how they work, in practice, Access
Management systems can take advantage of the Identity Life Cycle architecture that is
present. To distribute policies and rules for example, existing provisioning systems can
be employed.
An access policy is a set of rules that determines who is allowed to access certain
resources. Most of the time, companies need to be able to identify its users and
authorize their access to resources. Sometimes however, due to privacy considerations,
the possibility of anonymous or pseudonymous access to company resources might also
be needed. In order for the Access Management systems in an IAM infrastructure to be
able to offer these kind of services, they should be capable of both identity based and
anonymous (or pseudonymous) access control.
Usually, an Access Management system can be categorized as either general-purpose
or special-purpose. The special-purpose Access Management systems, which are the most
common ones, apply to only one particular system, application or resource. They are
also called ”resource managers” and include the access-control features embedded in
server operating systems, database managers, transaction processing systems or other
application environments[8]. Special-purpose Access Management systems are used to
control access to a specific set of files, records, transactions or other resources and services.
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General-purpose Access Management systems on the other hand are utilized to control
access to a whole range of heterogeneous systems, applications and other resources. Webbased access control products are a good example of these kind of systems. They are
used to control access to services behind websites and webportals and nowadays typically
combine authentication and authorization functions to support multiple authentication
systems and use roles-, group- and rule-based systems for scalability[8]. In practice,
web-based access control systems often support interoperability with identity data stores
and include user management functions, like delegated administration, facilitating their
integration into Identity Management Systems.

3.2.3.2

Access Management Mechanisms

The process of controlling access to internal and external networks by IAM solutions
uses Access Management Mechanisms which can be categorized into three groups,
authentication, authorization and trust federation mechanisms.
Authentication Mechanisms
Authentication mechanisms are used to verify the identity of persons or entities and
can be both implemented in hardware as software. While many existing technologies can
accomplish this, the sensitivity of the data that has to be accessed often determines
which of these can be selected in a particular situation. In practice, this will be
defined by the security policies that are in place and need to be complied with.
Authentication mechanism are characterized by different parameters, including its ease of
use, ease of integration, application support, manageability and cost. Some examples of
Authentication mechanisms are:
• Username and password
• Hardware tokens
• X.509 Digital Certificates
• Smartcards
Particular implementations of authentication mechanisms can be quantified and
compared by measuring their robustness, which is a measurement of how well user
credentials and authentication sessions are protected when user credentials are sent over
the network. To accomplish this cryptographic protocols have to be applied.
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Authorization Mechanisms
Authorization, the process of checking wether a user has the proper right to access
certain resources, is another term that is commonly encountered in the field of Information
Security and is performed after authentication. As this verification is based on the user’s
identity, authorization mechanisms can also be incorporated into Identity and Access
Management systems. While authentication determine who can and can not log in to a
certain system, authorization determines what a user can do.
The most basic way to perform authorization is based on policies, which are simply
rules which specify who may access which resource. A policy might for example state that
only the webadmin user may access a webpage that can change the layout of a certain
website. Formalisms that describe these policies are called access control models and
authorization can also be based upon these. An example would be a model in which
every resource is given a certain security level, every user a security clearance and users
can only access resources below their clearance. An access control model can hence be
seen as an abstraction of a policy. There are many examples of access control models
including:
• Mandatory Access Control (MAC), which the example above belongs to.
• Discretionary Access Control (DAC)
• Role Based Access Control (RBAC)
An explanation of all three models goes beyond the scope of this research. RBAC
however will be discussed later as this is a commonly encountered term in IAM related
literature and it maps very well into the three-tier identity model previously addressed.
Trust Federation Mechanisms
Trust Federation, the final mechanism that will be discussed here, is closely related
to authentication and authorization. Sometimes it is desirable that secure authentication
and authorization of identities is possible between two independent systems. This could
be systems in different working units, offices or countries. Independent systems could
even be systems belonging to two different companies, something that has been gaining
popularity and support nowadays.
The concept of trust makes it possible to share resources in a structured way, making
it an important feature of Identity and Access Management. Trust federation mechanisms
are very hard to design and implement, but offer enormous business opportunities.
While authentication, authorization and trust federation are fairly common and clearly
defined concepts, their actual role as part of an IAM solution might still be somewhat
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unclear. To clarify things, some examples, based on actual real-life cases encountered
during the internship, will be given here.
Suppose there is a company which offers web services in the form of subscriptions.
When a customer buys one of these subscriptions, they can also specify how many users
they want to create. Say, a company has five employees who need to access the web
services simultaneously, then five user accounts need to be created for that customer. To
authenticate for the web services, each of these users needs a password. Traditionally,
a web administrators would have to create each of these users manually, set a password
and then send it to the customer. This is not only a timely process, it is also a security
risk as it is something that is not easily managed. If a customer cancels a subscription
for example, the administrator might forget to remove one or more users, opening up
potential security holes.
With an Identity and Access Management solution in place, a system could be made to
automatically create the necessary users when a new subscription is added and to remove
them when it is canceled by using provisioning and deprovisioning mechanisms. Similarly,
passwords could also be synchronized between different systems making it possible for
users to automatically be assigned a password they already used for a different application
on a different system.
In this scenario, customers are assumed to be honest and do not share their accounts
with others. To avoid this abuse, and sometimes for compliancy reasons, authorization
mechanisms can be used. One such strategy could consist of distributing certificates for
every user, each containing a certain unique number. An access control policy can then
be set on certain resources that block users from accessing them when their number does
not match a list of valid numbers for the customer. Maintaining this list of numbers on
the web servers is a tedious process, but again we can use provisioning and deprovisioning
mechanisms to do the job.

3.2.3.3

Access Management Concepts

Access Management is a very broad concept and it is easy to fill many pages about it. To
avoid focussing too much on Access Management at the expense of Identity and Access
Management as a whole, we will end this topic now by examining a few key technologies
and terms that are often associated with or mentioned in AIM related literature.
Role Based Access Control
As already mentioned before, Role Based Access Control is an authorization mechanism
that is often associated with IAM. While it is been developed in the late eighties, partially
because of the advent of Identity and Access Management, there has been an increasing
interest in this mechanism lately. Most of the time, it is simply referred to as RBAC.
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The philosophy of RBAC is to let business semantics, rather than technical features,
govern access control. Roles in RBAC are therefore not to be seen as technical concepts,
but literally as the role a certain person (or for that matter group, device or service) has
in a company. These business roles are hence introduced as group-like entities carrying
business semantics which are used to connect business users with the permissions they
need for their work using systems[9]. Strictly speaking, the concept of a Role as part of
an identity and the concept of a role in RBAC are two strictly separated things. While
the first one is an abstract part of a model, the latter is a concrete business entity. In
practice, however, the two concepts are greatly overlapping.
RBAC corresponds with a top-down approach of access control. In stead of grouping
access to certain resources on a single system and calling it a role, in RBAC, a role starts
as an abstract view that is part of business semantics and unrelated to technology. This
way, a role can not only be seen as something that stands for a group of users doing similar
tasks (system administration, for example), but also as the group of resources needed to
perform these tasks. A second characteristic of a role in RBAC, which also results from
the fact that it is derived from business semantics, is that its meaning is inherently cross
platform and not limited to a particular system.
Assigning resources to roles can be a tedious task, as a balance has to be found between
two conflicting needs. To make roles very flexible, one would want them to correspond
with single tasks, giving them highly specific access rights. A drawback of this strategy
however is that very quickly more and more roles need to be created this way, making the
access control mechanism extremely hard to maintain. The other extreme is to make roles
correspond with user’s job descriptions or subdivisions in a company. While this is very
practical, this is a lot less flexible and again it might be nefarious for the maintainability
of the access control mechanism. As different jobs or subdivisions might require the same
rights to perform certain tasks, small changes in these tasks might make it necessary
to make modifications at many different places. The ideal would therefore be to find a
certain balance between the two needs, this balance however is very situation specific and
one of the main challenges implementing RBAC mechanisms.
Something that might aid in finding the middle road is to introduce role hierarchies,
where roles corresponding to job descriptions may contain roles corresponding to single
tasks and inherit their access rights[9]. The lowest level in this hierarchy would be those
specific access rights needed to perform a particular task in a company. Grouped together,
these access rights will be called a permission. Permissions are in turn bundled and
implemented as roles, which may or may not be abstract. An abstract role is comparable
with an abstract class in programming. By itself, it has no real (business) meaning, but
its purpose is to be assigned to other roles. On top of the hierarchy are the roles, which
can be assigned to particular users. See Figure 3.4 for a schematic overview of this.
Sometimes business tasks need to be done at different locations or with slightly
different parameters. To represent this in an RBAC model, the concept of a role parameter
was introduced. These are assigned to permissions and indicate that the access rights that
are part of the permission depend on the values (or value ranges) of the role parameters.
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Figure 3.4: A role hierarchy in RBAC

This could be useful, for example, to avoid permissions to be platform or system specific.
Configuration values that differ between multiple systems could hence be set using role
parameters. Evidently, this parameterization also effects the roles these permissions are
assigned to, the name parameterized role is also often used for this. The other way around,
sometimes role parameters may also depend on the particular user it is assigned to. An
example of such a parameter would be the name of the department a user belongs to.
When such user is assigned to a (parameterized) role, these kind of parameters will be
passed down the hierarchy to the permissions. This process is called role resolution.
During a security audit or revision, it is often very important to be able to formally
deduct which access rights are assigned to each user. This is often a very dull task, as
in many security systems access rights are spread all over the many different systems
a company might have. Introducing RBAC to an organization might simplify this
substantially. Many companies, like e-businesses, have different types of users in common
with each other. They all have employees, customers, suppliers and business partners
which all need different access rights to different company resources spread over multiple
heterogenous platforms. Auditing, and evidently also administering, this can be greatly
simplified by identifying identical or similar business tasks that require the same access
rights but need to be performed by different users. Roles can then be introduced by
grouping these tasks together. The process of assigning and modifying access rights can
now be simplified to defining and allocating roles, greatly increasing its efficiency.
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To clarify this with an example, suppose there are three users who all need access
to three company resources. Without RBAC, each of these users would need to have
each of these resources assigned, making it nine assignments to manage in total. The
complexity of this kind of access control grows exponentially however when new users or
resources are introduced. Suppose there is a forth user that needs to be assigned all three
resources, this would raise the total number of assignments to manage already to twelve.
With RBAC, we would bundle the access rights to all three resources into a single role
and then assign this role to each of the users. When there are three users, this would
make the total number of assignments to manage six in total, three between the role and
the resources and three between the users and the role. The advantage of RBAC becomes
evident when we introduce a forth user. This time, only one extra assignment, between
this new user and the role, needs to be introduced.
Cross Platform Access Management
Cross Platform Access Management is a typical Access Management related issue that
is often addressed in IAM. As we have already addressed in the discussion on RBAC,
managing access rights is notorious for being a very tiresome job for administrators.
Especially when access rights need to be distributed and dynamically modified over many
different systems, timeliness and consistency become very important issues. Being able
to improve Cross Platform Access Management might greatly increase the efficiency of
many different business processes.
While working on a specific project for a limited period of time at a certain company,
an independent consultant might for example need access rights to different systems. As
this company evidently does not want to pay this consultant just to wait for his access
rights to be set, this process needs to be done as quickly as possible. The same can be
said when the project is finished, it would be very undesirable if access rights would not
be revoked in a timely fashion.
Apart from the need for fast and reliable provisioning and revocation mechanisms
for access rights, another important issue in Cross Platform Access Management is the
question on how to keep access rights homogeneous and consistent over many different
systems, possibly managed by multiple administrators. As we have seen already, this is
another issue addressed by IAM solutions.
Single Sign-on
Providing a username and password is the most common way of authentication. This
authentication mechanism however comes with a couple of disadvantages. In order for it
to be secure, the password chosen by the user has to be long and complex enough to avoid
people guessing or brute-forcing it. While this often already makes it hard to remember a
single password, the situation gets even worse when multiple resources need to be accessed
with different passwords.
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The concept of Single Sign-On (SSO) tries to solve this issue. The idea is to make
it possible for users to only authenticate once, after which the SSO requested at the
beginning of the session automatically authenticates this user for every other resource
that might be accessed, given the user has the appropriate access rights of course.
Single Sign-On might greatly increase the efficiency and productivity of users, as no
longer they have to remember many difficult passwords and no longer they need to go
through tedious login prompts to access the resources they require. The former also has
a positive effect on the amount of calls made to the helpdesk, also resulting in reduced
costs. In the next chapter, we will see a real-life example where there were actually
so many customers calling the helpdesk because they forgot their password, that the
company needed a solution for this to reduce growing costs associated with this. Finally,
as people will be less inclined to use very easy passwords, SSO might also lead to security
improvements.
SSO is often implemented by installing Single Sign-On agents on each workstation.
This SSO client stores the login information of users when they log in for the first time
and passes it to all applications that are accessed and might need authentication. For this
to work, all access controls on the resources that are accessed need to have the necessary
information to validate whether the information send by the SSO client is correct. As we
will see later, the provisioning mechanisms used by the Access Control system in an IAM
solution can be used for this.
Sometimes SSO is considered to be one of the building blocks for creating IAM
solutions. Whether SSO is a part of IAM or merely a typical application that runs
on top of an existing IAM infrastructure can however be disputed.
Public Key Infrastructure
Another concept that is closely related to the authentication of identities is PKI (Public
Key Infrastructure). These systems use asymmetric encryption procedures based on
certificates. A specialized system in a PKI, called the Certification Authority (CA) is
responsible for distributing these certificates to all systems that make use of the PKI. Each
user will both receive a public and private certificate. PKIs also make use of Certification
Revocation Lists (CRLs), which contain the identifiers for those certificates that are not
valid anymore and hence revoked.
Certificates and CRLs require reliable distribution systems to be in place. Although
this can be done manually, to reduce the chance of making mistakes, an automated means
is often desired. Again, the provisioning infrastructure that is part of the Access Conrol
system in an IAM solution can be used to provide this.
An other use of PKI would be to implement Trust Federation Mechanism, as mentioned
before.
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3.2.4

IAM: The Complete Picture

In order to define the term Identity and Access Management, two of it is functions were
identified: Identity Life Cycle Management and Access Management. To complete this
functional definition of IAM, another function needs to be described, namely Security
Auditing.
Security Auditing consists of those logging mechanisms needed to provide a trail to
explain who, what, where, when, how and which resources were accessed in a certain
domain. As we will expand upon later in this chapter, this is something that has grown out
to become a requirement in the business world of today. For this reason, Security Auditing
will nearly always be a necessary part of any IAM solution. The scope of the logging
in an IAM system should always include, but is not necessarily limited to, registering
authentication events, authorization events and modifications of identity information.
Security Auditing is however not limited to logging alone, as also those mechanisms in
place to improve logging efficiency are considered to be part of it. Examples of these,
which are often recommended as best practices in the context of IAM, include centralized
logging, processes to ensure the integrity of the logs and the filtering of audit reports.

Figure 3.5: Overview of an IAM system

Figure 3.5 offers a schematic overview of the complete functional definition of an
Identity and Access Management System. As auditing information can also be provided by
applications running on top of an IAM solution, an additional component, Applications, is
also shown. This component however is strictly seen not part of IAM. In the next chapter
of this report, a project will be described in which such an application is developed.
A few times it has already been hinted why a company might choose to develop and
implement an IAM solution. As already mentioned however, the impact and complexity
of IAM projects is so heavy, that the amount of resources needed and the costs are factors
that carry an enormous weight. For this reason, it is critical to answer the question on
why one would want to start an IAM project in the first place. To answer this question,
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business challenges often faced by companies nowadays and for which IAM might offer
solutions will be discussed in the next section.
Having a keen understanding of the involved business challenges yields great benefits
to the consistency and effectiveness of an IAM solution. Another factor that might offer
advantages is a sound understanding of the different approaches and technologies that are
available. The latter will be discussed in Section 3.2.6.

3.2.5

Business Challenges

As companies grow, remaining in control of who is accessing company resources becomes
more and more difficult. Traditionally this was especially so when new business functions
were integrated, like joint ventures and multiple span projects. Lately however, with
the rise of e-commerce and growing demands for global remote access, the situation
has become even worse. As studies performed by leading research organizations, like
Gartner Inc., confirm, especially the shift to the Internet as the primary medium
for conducting e-business is something that comes with many challenges for those
organizations involved[10].
Information and Network Security Specialists need to be able to control who is
accessing sensitive and proprietary information, when they are accessing it and from
where they are accessing it[11]. The dilemma this poses however, is that in order to do
this, a balance has to be found between two seemingly incompatible concepts:
• Security of Enablement This represents the business imperative that the right
people, including customers, suppliers, partners and enterprise workforce, require
controlled access to the right resources[10]. In other words, this means that
accessability and availability of the information infrastructure is assured at each
level.
• Security of Protection This represents the business imperative that an organization’s information assets must be protected to ensure integrity, privacy and
reliability[10]. While Security of Enablement requires the information infrastructure
to be more open, Security of Protection on the other hand implies that opening it
too much is not an option and that safeguards need to be put in place to avoid
breaches.
The general challenge that is hence faced is to balance out two opposite constraints:
being flexible (Security of Enablement) and having a robust environment (Security of
Protection). This manifests itself into numerous specific business challenges of which the
main ones, in terms of Identity and Access Management, will be straightaway addressed.
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Create and manage relationships with different kinds of users
In an organization, on-growing relationships with multiple groups of users might need to
be created and maintained. Managing the security for these different kinds of populations
often proves challenging and complex as each of them might have different needs. To
illustrate this, let us take a look at three very different user populations that typically
exist in a company and compare their particular needs.
For employees, the biggest issue is productivity. They need to be able to do their
job with as minimal hassle as possible. In the context of IAM, this translates to them
being able to quickly and easily access the necessary resources they need. The needs of
(users associated to) business partners on the other hand relate to the implementation of
trust models and (bilateral) agreements to allow access to each other’s confidential data.
Finally, the needs of customers might depend on the kind of services that the company
provides. For a company that offers web services for example, the focus might be on ease
of use and confidentiality of private data and transactions.
In a system that both integrates identity and access management, concrete measures
might be implemented to addresses these needs for all different user populations once they
are identified.
Manage the user’s identity life-cycle
Creating new users with the appropriate access rights to necessary resources, modifying
the privileges associated with users when their roles change and disabling accounts when
they are no longer needed, are all tasks that are part of identity life-cycle management.
This is a process that grows exponentially in complexity when the user population grows.
If the user’s identity life-cycle is not managed efficiently and in a secure way, this inevitably
leads to an unmanageable cluster of privileges spread over multiple systems, a loss of
productivity and major security issues.
With IAM, identity life-cycle management is transformed from a manual incoherent
process into an centralized automated one. Using provisioning and access management
mechanisms, both users and privileges will be automatically created, modified and revoked
by a centralized system and no longer will it be necessary for administrators to perform
these actions manually.
The advantages of IAM identity life-cycle management became very clear during the
course of the internship. At the company it was held, some important services were offered
to their customers as web applications. The access management for these resources relied
on a user repository1 situated on a connected system on the internal network. For a couple
of years already, this system was filled by running a script each day that would create or
remove users and provide the necessary identity information, by looking in the mainframe
and examining how many users each customer needs. Furthermore, the administrators
1

It was actually an LDAP directory, something that will be expanded upon later in this report.
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of this repository could (and would) manually add, delete and modify users when it was
deemed necessary.
When we rolled out the IAM project, all identity life-cycle management related to this
repository was completely taken over by the new system. To do this safely, for a couple
of weeks, an alternative repository was used, which we called the shadow system. The
main task for this shadow system was to test whether the new IAM system performed
correctly. However, the situation also offered the unique opportunity to compare the
old user repository with a new environment, making it possible to actually measure the
amount of data pollution that happened during the few years it was used. The results
were stunning: more than thousand outdated users (out of approximately 250.000) were
actually still there, hundreds of expired roles were still available on the system, hundreds
of roles that should be expired were actually set never to expire, etc... .
Manage many different passwords
With the amount of systems and applications raising, there will be more different
places where users can log in. Consider the example of web applications again. While
in the old days of the Internet services would simply be offered on a single webserver,
nowadays this would be unthinkable in most situations. As business relies more and more
on web services, availability becomes a very serious issue. If a web application goes down
for a while, it might for instance have enormous financial consequences. To control this
risk, fail-back systems need to be put in place and test environments need to be created.
Secondly, as the amount of users grow, extra systems will also be needed to manage these
users. Not only internal users, or employees, need to be able to access more and more
places, the same can be said about customers and business partners as evidently they
certainly need to be able to access the new web services offered.
As a result, users will be confronted with the need to remember more passwords.
This might not only make it very tedious and time consuming for users to log in to all
these systems, but might also seriously increase helpdesk costs due to a higher number
of password-related requests. Finally, this problem might also create difficulties in the
implementation and enforcement of a strong domain-wide password policy. To address
all these issues, companies need to focus on developing efficient login methods.
Open up access to information systems
More and more, companies face the need to open up their network for their customers
and business partners. Examples of these include customers who need to login to a website
to access underlying web applications or business partners who want to share an identity
store with the company. In both cases, in a sense, these users gain limited access to the
company’s internal network.
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While information security mostly focussed on closing down the network, this new
necessity brings a new kind of risk into the company, as more users and applications
in the internal network makes it harder to maintain the security of assets and protect
privacy.
To reduce operational risks, it therefore becomes more and more critical to implement
a centralized method for user and access management. To support this, efficient
management tools will be needed and security policies need to be made. Either directly
or indirectly, these are things an IAM system might be able provide.
Be compliant with regulations
Nowadays, companies often face the need to meet regulatory requirements, which
include federal regulations. The latter are regulations introduced by governments for
which, in order to prevent significant financial and legal liability, companies need to be
compliant with and which focus on privacy, data protection and auditing. Compliancy
is often also a requirement to do business with certain parties and hence opens up new
market opportunities.
For meeting these requirements, companies need to be in control and audit all business
processes, both internal and external. They need to provide auditable proof for example
that when users access certain resources, there are indeed justified business needs present
for doing this.
An extra challenge here is the fact that all these audit logs traditionally come from
many different security systems. Not only are they spread over many different data
repositories, applications running on the same system might also store their logs locally
in different places. Evidently, the more the number of systems grows, the more difficult
it becomes to manage it all. In practice we see that this quickly becomes a tedious
task. Even when good logging mechanisms are present on systems locally, this does not
guarantee that there are employees actually using them.
Although IAM systems can not be seen as a magical solution for all these problems
concerning regulations and compliancy, it can help to put a framework in place on which
good logging mechanisms can be build upon. Especially the relative ease of which
centralized logging mechanisms can be implemented as part of an IAM solution might
greatly help in tackling this challenge.
While discussing Identity and Access Management, compliancy is a topic that often
comes up. Regularly, one sees the same group of reoccurring names of particular
regulations being mentioned. It might therefore be valuable to take a close look at those
that are currently the most popular in the Netherlands.
1. Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX)
Due to a couple of financial and accounting scandals, of which the Enron debacle
is probably the most famous, public trust in the accounting and reporting practices
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of companies seriously became to decline in the US. For this reason the SarbanesOxley Act, which is sometimes also called the Public Company Accounting Reform
and Investor Protection Act but usually simply derived to SOX, came into force on
July 2002.
The legislation set a couple of non-negotiable compliancy deadlines for all companies
that were on the US stock markets and hereby introduced major changes to
the regulation of corporate governance and financial practice[12]. While SOX
is implemented as a law, for numerous reasons many companies that would not
normally fall under its ruling would also like be called SOX compliant. In often
badly regulated developing countries for example, SOX compliancy might seriously
improve the credit rating for local companies.
SOX establishes new or enhanced standards for companies and covers a very wide
range of aspects. The document itself is divided into 11 chapters, called titles, which
are in turn divided into numerous sections. The most important of these are sections
302, 401, 404, 409, 802 and 906. Out of these, section 404 is the one most closely
related to IAM and will hence be focused on here.
Section 404 is listed under Title 4, Enhanced Financial Disclosures, and is called
Management Assessment of Internal Controls. To be compliant with section 404,
the management of the company and the external auditor are required to report the
scope and adequacy of the internal control structure and procedures for financial
reporting[13]. This also needs to include an assessment of the effectiveness of these
controls and procedures. As documenting and testing both manual and automated
financial controls requires a lot of work, section 404 is nearly in all cases the most
costly part of the regulation for companies to implement.
While the Sarbanes-Oxley Act covers much more than IT alone, as financial
reporting processes of many companies depend highly on Information Technology
systems, IT controls particularly set to control financial risks are well within the
scope of SOX 404. These consist of:
• Access Controls
• User Account Management
• Credential Life-Cycle Management
• Non-Repudiation
• Audit Controls
• Authentication
As can be noticed, these controls are either directly or indirectly involved with
Identity and Access Management.
The use of an internal control framework is a requirement for SOX compliancy.
In IT departments, where IT workers involved with SOX 404 compliancy efforts,
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COBIT is often chosen for this. The Control Objectives for Information and related
Technology (COBIT) is a set of best practices which provides IT managers, auditors
and users with a set of generally accepted measures, indicators, processes and best
practices to assist them in maximizing the benefits derived through the use of
information technology and developing appropriate IT governance and control in a
company[14]. While the scope of COBIT is more general, focussing on information
in general and not just financial information, it is a very useful framework as it
addresses all IT controls mentioned above.
2. Code Tabaksblat
The Dutch Corporate Governance Code, which is more commonly known as the
Code Tabaksblat, is a code of conduct for companies on the stock market. It
was developed and published in 2003 by a commission appointed by the Dutch
government and lead by Morris Tabaksblat. The purpose of the code is to improve
transparency in the annual balance, establish more responsibilities for the Council
of Commissioners and improve the influence and protection of stock holders.
The Code Tabaksblat is often considered to be the Dutch version of the SarbanesOxley Act. In practice however it does differ on a couple of points. First of all,
the Code Tabaksblat is a recommendation, not a law, and hence lacks sanctions
when conformity is not met. It also offers more freedom by making certain
recommendations compulsory. The idea here is that companies should either follow
the best practice suggested or give an explanation why not. Thirdly, there is also
a difference between the concreteness of what is recommended. SOX refers to well
accepted systems, like the aforementioned COBIT framework. The Code Tabaksblat
on the other hand, stays very vague on this. Finally, the Code Tabaksblat is much
wider in its requirements. While Sarbanes-Oxley focusses on financial reporting,
the Code Tabaksblat also takes operational risks in account.
3. Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA)
People often put their money in investments when the economy is good, while they
put their money on saving accounts when it goes bad. For this reason, many banks,
insurance companies and brokerages in the US desired the Glass-Steagal Act, which
prohibited the same company from offering both investment, commercial banking
and insurance services, to be loosened, as this way the same company could do well in
all economic times. The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Financial Services Modernization Act
(GLBA) was hence introduced in 1999 to allow companies like banks and insurance
companies to consolidate and merge.
The GLBA did not remove all restrictions, however, some remained to keep a
certain amount of separation between the investment and banking operations of
a company. What is important in terms of compliancy, are the regulations defined
in the GLBA. These include the mandatory Financial Privacy Rule, Safeguards Rule
and Pretexting Protection. They are mostly about customer protection and define
the part of the GLBA where IT might play a role.
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The Financial Privacy Rule is a privacy policy agreement for customers, related to
the protection of their personal (nonpublic) information. It requires the financial
institution to give a notice to their new customers and which has to be redistributed
annually. In this notice the customer has to be informed how their information is
used, shared and protected. It also provides the customer the right to opt-out
of sharing their information with unaffiliated parties or when the privacy policy is
changed. The latter is always allowed to happen, but the customer should be notified
about this for acceptance. Unaffiliated parties receiving the nonpublic information
are also required to follow the terms accepted under the original agreement.
The focus of the Safeguards Rule is the actual protection of the nonpublic
information of customers on a technical level. It forces companies to investigate
how they manage sensitive data and to do a risk assessment on the processes that
are currently in place to do so. To establish this, companies are required to develop
a written information security plan that describes how they protect the nonpublic
personal information of their current or former customers and the plans on how they
want to continue doing this. The most important parts of this plan to cover are:
• Appointing one employee to manage the safeguards.
• The necessary modification of safeguards when the situation in which information is collected, stored or used changes.
• A robust risk management of each department that handles nonpublic information.
• The development, monitoring and testing of programs to secure the information.
Pretexting, which is often called social engineering, is about fooling company
employees to get access to nonpublic information without the proper authority to
do so. To do this, the attacker usually tries to impersonate a person who is entitled
for the information, either by phone, by mail, by e-mail or even by phishing. the
GLBA provides some preparations companies must follow that help them prevent
leaking their customers’ nonpublic information this way.
From a technical point of view, these rules, and hence compliancy with the GLBA,
require the following security requirements to be met[15]:
• Secure implementation of technological safeguards to insure confidentiality and
integrity of nonpublic information from customers.
• Implementation of access controls on customer information systems
• Specification of actions when unauthorized access to nonpublic customer
information has occurred
• Encryption of electronic customer information
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• Monitoring of customer information systems by specialized applications like
intrusion detection systems.
Most of these requirements are or can be notably covered by Identity and Access
Management solutions.
4. Wet Bescherming Persoonsgegevens(WBP)
The Dutch WBP law from 2001 is in many ways similar to those regulations defined
in the GLBA. Again, the main focus is the protection of the privacy of customers
of certain companies. The WBP accomplishes this in two ways, by giving certain
new rights to citizens and by defining a regulation for companies.
Personal data of citizens is stored in many places, ranging from tax offices, medical
records and libraries to supermarkets and other companies they might be customers
of. The WBP gives all Dutch citizens the right to know what this personal data
is used for. At all times they are allowed to look into their data and they may
even request the data to be modified or refuse certain operations with it. A Dutch
citizen could, for example, demand that their personal data is not used for direct
marketing.
For IT however, the company regulation is of more interest. While the GLBA
regulation targeted the financial sector, the WBP’s scope is much broader, applying
to all Dutch companies that process personal nonpublic information. One such
regulation is the guarantee that personal data is only stored and analyzed for
those well-defined and explicitly stated goals for which the customer involved gave
permission to. In most cases, companies also became required to let citizens know
in advance what they plan to do with their data. Apart from storing and analyzing
data, information processing as defined in the WBP also includes the retrieval,
combination, modification, storage, sharing and destruction of data.
Mapping compliancy with the WBP to actual security requirements, we can see that
the following apply:
• Authorization, permission and a specific purpose is needed for access
• Well-defined storage times
• Data Integrity
• Confidentiality
• Auditability
All these security requirements are directly targeted in Identity and Access
Management projects.
5. Others
Many other regulations exist, and the number keeps on growing every year. Many
times, when some regulation has been implemented at a certain country, this
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regulation is adopted in one way or another in other countries too. We saw that
already with the example of the Code Tabaksblad and SOX. While it is hence not
very valuable to give a complete list of regulations, there are still a few important
names left that might be worth to mention:
• HIPAA, the 1996 United States law which provides strict guidelines on how
healthcare companies need to manage nonpublic health information.
• 21CFR, a US law that applies to all companies registered with the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA).
• Basel II, an international regulation that applies to companies offering financial
services.
• MiFID, a European Union law per 1 november 2007, which applies to the
financial instrument market.
• 95/46/EC Data Protection Directive Definition of Identities, a directive for all
companies doing business in the European Union. It defines actions that can
be taken to protect personal data.
These regulations differ a lot in which companies they target, which organization
supervises them and to which countries they apply. What they do have in common
however is that, like the four regulations already discussed in detail above, each of
their security requirements can be categorized as part of one of the following:
• Identity Management
• Authentication
• Access Control
• Data Integrity
• Compliancy with internal company regulations
• Auditability
• Non-repudiation
• Encryption
While compliancy with internal company regulations and auditability is partially
covered by IAM projects, non-repudiation and encryption is not. These requirements are however easily covered by extending the scope of the Identity and Access
Management solution. Identity Management, Authentication, Access Control and
Data Integrity, on the other hand, are intrinsic parts of an IAM project, making
Identity and Access Management very well suited as an entry point for handling
those business challenges related to regulations.
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3.2.5.1

Impact of Identity Related Problems

To make an estimation of the scope of identity related problems within organizations, a
more practical view on the situation will be given here. Looking at the point of view of
each user belonging to a different business group, each of them appears to face different
identity related problems and challenges. While some examples of these will be given, the
main idea here is to give a good picture of the extend of identity related problems inside
an organization.
First of all there are the end users, those who actually use the products, which in
this context should be seen as services, offered by a company. End users do not only
include customers, but also employees and people working for affiliated companies. Their
problems are very practically oriented, ranging from long waiting times to inconveniences
like having to remember more and more identity related information (like passwords) to
access different resources. IAM tackles these kind of problems by offering a framework for
data synchronization and services like Single Sign-On, which has been discussed before.
The second business group are the managers, who are responsible for providing the
necessary feedback to auditors and compliancy officers. In reality however, managers often
does not have the means to gather this information, leave alone the means to control it.
Auditable proof on which resources a certain user can access, is often very hard to obtain
for instance. As described earlier, IAM solutions can be an enormous help for this.
Operations, those who are responsible for business processes to go effective and
efficient, might have many different identity related problems. Most responsibility for
making the modification of identity information, access control and reporting go smooth
will be on their shoulders. One of their main concerns is actually not to make mistakes,
as these might be hard to notice and could cause consequences at many different places.
IAM offers the possibility for tracking data end-to-end. This makes it easier to locate
where in the chain mistakes might have been made.
Developers might also benefit greatly from IAM solutions. Centralization of identity
information, which might be the result of an IAM project, could for example greatly
reduce the amount of work developers need to spend making new applications. No longer
would they continuously have to develop new interfaces to talk with different systems,
with a central storage system, they can reuse their old one for every new application.
Finally, there are the resource and data owners. They are responsible for controlling
who can access their resources and data. This can be a tedious job however, as this is
often error-prone and resource intensive.

3.2.6

Approaches and Technologies

Having a clear grasp of identity-related problems and how IAM solutions can reduce
or solve them is only half the knowledge needed to develop a consistent and effective
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Identity and Access Management strategy[4]. Knowing how to actually implement these
IAM systems envisioned is another essential step. In this section some of the major
components of an IAM solution will be discussed. Briefly, the responsibilities of each part
will be shown and different options will be provided on how to implement them and some
examples will be given of specific products and protocols. The discussion will only be
focused on core IAM components and hence does not include applications and systems
that are build on top of the IAM framework, for example the ”Forgotten Password”
web-application, which will be further addressed in the next chapter.
In section 3.2.4 a schematic overview of an IAM system was already provided. As we
will now talk about technologies however, this functional approach is not very practical
anymore. We will hence look at IAM from a more architectural point of view now, starting
with the following diagram inspired by [16].

Figure 3.6: Architectural Overview of IAM

Before we will focus on the different components of IAM systems as depicted in this
overview, some initial considerations are deemed necessary. In the center of the diagram,
we see the Directory Services component, which can be considered the core of IAM. While
all IAM components can in fact be deployed independent from any IAM architecture,
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the use of Directory Services as a central building block other components can leverage
and integrate tightly with[10], could be considered the characteristic feature which
distinguishes an IAM solution from any other IT solution offering similar functionality.
On the right side of the overview, some example servers are depicted that could be
part of a company infrastructure. In most cases, this would be legacy systems that are not
specifically placed there as part of the IAM solution. The (Identity/Access) management
of these systems will eventually become the task of the IAM system. Most of the identity
data the IAM system works with will come from these systems. Some of them will wholly
or mainly provide data, others will receive it. The first group will be called Authoritative
Sources, a term which is also used to determine which data source should be leading in
case of conflict. If on two connected servers in a company the unique e-mail address of a
certain customer differs for example, the e-mail address on the server that is considered to
be the Authoritative Source will be taken as the leading one. Possibly, the IAM solution
might consequently overwrite the other e-mail address.
Around the Directory Services component, we see three other major IAM components,
namely the Provisioning/Integration Layer, a component offering Access Management
Services and one component offering Identity Management Services. While in the overview
the latter two are shown as servers, usually this is not the case in practice. A more realistic
view would be to look at them as services the IAM system offers and which could be
technically implemented spread out over the different systems that are connected in the
IAM solution. To illustrate this with a real-life example, let us look at an IAM solution
that offers Identity and Access Management services, but where it is left in the middle
how these are actually implemented. Suppose a Human Resource Management (HRM)
System and a Database server are part of an IAM system. When in the HRM system a
new employee is added whose job is to do database management, the IAM solution might
be developed in such a way that on the Database server automatically a new account is
created with all the necessary rights for the employee. Here we can consider the HRM
the Authoritative Source for database managers.
Finally, the overview also shows some logging servers, which can be considered a
forth major IAM component. Like the Access Management and Identity Management
components discussed above, this is usually not implemented as a single component, but
should also be considered something that is spread out over the entire IAM solution.
We will now take a closer look at the five major IAM components identified above.

3.2.6.1

Directory Services

As already mentioned before, being the component that stores identity information,
policies and user credentials, Directory Services form the foundation of IAM[8]. It
provides a logical architecture to define schemas and namespaces. It protects the
confidentiality, integrity and consistency of identity information as well as partially
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provides for monitoring and auditing of its data[17]. Sometimes the Directory Services is
also called the IAM engine.
Directory services however also exist outside the realm of IAM, where they can
be used for many different purposes. A simple directory service, called the Naming
Service, for instance, is used to map the names of network resources to their respective
network addresses. Another purpose would be to use a directory as a repository for web
applications to authenticate with, something that will be discussed in detail later.
A directory service as one of the servers connected to an IAM system, for example
as an Authoritative Source, should hence not be confused with the Directory Services
as a core component of the IAM system. Both might use similar technologies, but their
respective function in an IAM solution is radically different.
Directory services should also not be confused with the directory repository. The latter
is simply a database that holds the objects which are managed in the directory service,
while the former is a set of applications on top of it. While usually the directory repository
is actually a directory, a concept we will explore in detail later, this is not necessarily so.
Currently, some directory services, and even IAM solutions, use a relational database for
example.
Many consider Identity and Access Management solutions as something that has grown
out of directory services. Before discussing some details on Directory Services in IAM, it
might therefore be valuable to have a glance at the history of directory services.
History of Directory Services
The history of directory services starts with the X.500 series of computer networking
standards. The development of this standardization is interesting by itself, as it actually
grew out of two different directory requirements from two different groups. The ITU
Telecommunications Standardization Sector (ITU-T), which was at the time still called
the CCITT, started the development of a standardization for directories in the early
eighties, as a name look up service for their X.400 electronic mail exchange system
standard. While the ITU-T needed a system to map people’s names to (e-mail) addresses,
at the same time two other parties, the International Standards Organization (ISO) and
the European Computer Manufacturers Association (ECMA), needed a similar system
to map the names of devices to addresses for their Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
applications[18]. As these different groups noticed from each other they had similar needs,
they decided to form a joint working group in 1986, developing the so called OSI Directory.
Out of this cooperation, two standards emerged. The ITU-T published X.500 and ISO the
ISO/IEC 9594 standard. These two standards are however virtually identical, differing
only in the opening foreword[19], and will hence simply be referred to as X.500 here.
The Directory Information Tree (DIT) specification can be considered the core of
X.500. It is a hierarchical structure, a tree, of directory entries spread over one or more
distributed servers. Each directory entry consists of a set of named attributes which
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can or must contain one or more values. The names of these attributes are called the
attribute type or attribute description. The directory entries are uniquely defined by
their Distinguished Names (DN), which consist of two parts. The first part, the Relative
Distinguished Name (RDN), is constructed from one or more attributes from the entry
and uniquely identifies the entry in its branch of the tree. The second part consists of the
parent entry’s DN. The concept is similar to how a full or absolute path uniquely defines
a file in a file system.
Directory services are however defined by how users interact with it: through its
protocol and its application program interface (API)[20]. For X.500, this is the Directory
Access Protocol (DAP), which basic operations are Bind, Read, List, Search, Compare,
Modify, Add, Delete and ModifyRDN.
The DAP protocol however had a big disadvantage in that it was developed to use
the full OSI networking stack. The theoretical nature of this stack however, made
it notoriously hard to implement, and at the time, few implementations of this stack
actually existed. Mainly due to this reason, the DAP protocol never really gained a lot of
popularity. To be able to still access X.500 trees, but without using the OSI networking
stack, some other protocols were therefore developed. The most famous and successful
of these being the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), which used the much
simpler, and now widespread, TCP/IP networking stack.
While LDAP hence started in 1993 as a replacement for DAP, soon stand-alone LDAP
directory servers emerged, and slowly it became a directory service on its own. Currently
the latest version of LDAP is LDAPv3, which is specified in RFC4510[21]. A variant of
LDAP (as a directory access protocol, not the Directory Service as a whole) that is also
commonly used is LDAPS, which is simply LDAP tunneled over SSL. The standard port
on which LDAPS runs is 636, while regular LDAP usually runs on 389.
All previously discussed X.500 concepts can be found nearly identical in LDAP, making
a repetition of these unnecessary. In the next chapter, LDAP will be revisited however
and some examples will be given on how it looks like and how it can be used in practice.
After X.500, other directory services besides LDAP also emerged. As already
mentioned, some products were even built that offered services similar to directory services
but used relational databases instead of directories. LDAP based solutions however are
currently by far the most popular directory services and, especially in the context of IAM,
can be considered the standard.
Directory Services in IAM
It has already been mentioned a couple of times that Directory Services are used as a
central repository to store all IAM related information. While one could think of many
other solutions offering similar functionality, directory services are designed and tuned
with several unique characteristics to optimize their performance for authentication and
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identity information storage[10] however. To answer the question why to chose directory
services, some of these characteristics will be examined here in the light of IAM:
• Read-optimized: nearly all directories are optimized and tuned for extremely fast
lookup and reading operations. This is both a result from the design of directories
and the fact that all attributes in the DN of objects are automatically indexed.
A drawback of the latter is that every time a new directory entry is added, all
these indexed attributes need to be re-indexed, making it hard to offer any good
transactional support, like in RDBMS. In IAM systems however, many more reading
operations are generally done, making the benefits from optimized lookup and
reading operations far outweigh this lack of transactional support and slower write
operations.
• Suitable data types, By default, directories often support a whole range of
data types particularly suited for identity information. This ranges from security
information, like passwords or X.509 certificate mappings, to profile information like
data types that can hold addresses, phone numbers, department names, etc. While
directories are usually less suited to contain multimedia content or other large data
types, they might have data types suitable for small pictures for instance.
• Partitionable:
the design of a directory as a hierarchical structure makes it
technically possible to logically divide it into multiple smaller parts, called partitions.
Each of these partitions can then be fine-tuned and distributed resulting in improved
performance and scalability. If it is expected that a certain group of objects will be
modified a lot more than the rest, one could for example opt to make a separate
partition for these objects that is tuned to better support modify operations. From
the outside however, the directory would still be considered a single entity, and for
applications this partitioning would be invisible.
• Vertically Scalable, Directory services are vertically scalable, meaning that a single
server can easily store millions of directory entries and thousands of user accounts
with minimal resources.
• Distributionable: it is possible to spread out a directory tree over multiple physical
servers, throughout an organization and across geographic boundaries. Likewise it
is also possible to maintain copies from directory partitions at different locations,
a process that is called replication. Using distribution mechanisms, Directory
services offer the necessary functionality to make sure that the data between the
corresponding partitions on the different servers remains consistent. Some of the
benefits of this horizontal scalability are improved performance and an increased
capacity.
• Schema extensibility: the schema of a directory governs the different objects and
attributes it contains. Much like class definitions in object-oriented programming,
one function of a schema is to define which attributes a certain object should contain.
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A schema offers a lot of flexibility to directory services, making it possible to be
customized to exactly fit ones needs.
Even though it is mentioned above that directory services can be spread out over
different servers, currently they have been presented as a single central entity inside the
IAM system. It should be noted however that centralization represents the ideal situation
and is not necessary, or possible, in all scenarios. An example of such a situation would be
the merger of two separate IAM systems, which is the case for instance when two different
companies or departments join. In these situations centralization could be infeasible and
middle-of-the-road solutions might be necessary to let the different Directory Services
communicate with each other. Generally, centralization should hence be seen more as a
means than as a goal by itself.
The Directory Services component of an IAM architecture is an important chain
connecting many different systems, like Authoritative Sources, and through it, data can
be exchanged between them. As it is also a place to centrally store data, evidently the
data model of the directory is a very important consideration. There are two concepts
that are closely related to this and are worthwhile to focus on here, the metadirectory
and the virtual directory.
Nowadays, nearly all companies have to manage identity information. This can be
used as a reference, which is the case with telephone and e-mail directories, or as a
basis for applications like e-business, mobile business, security applications, etc[22]. Even
though the data belongs to the same identity, usually it is not all maintained at the same
location. This can be for various reasons, ranging from technical to political or legal[8].
In practice however, this situation brings many disadvantages. It will result in a high
degree of redundancy, errors in the information that are hard to spot and easier to make
and having to maintain the information at different locations also takes a lot more time.
To address these issues, the concept of metadirectories was devised. It is a central
repository that collects and stores data from multiple directory services and databases,
providing ways for them to interoperate. It is a directory that contains an intermediate
data model, a meta data model, that is particularly designed to be as closely resembling
the data models from the different connected systems. The objects in the metadirectory
and their attributes each mirror one or more objects and attributes in the connected
systems. To illustrate this, let us take a look again at our example of a HRM System
and a Database server and suppose that they are both connected to a metadirectory. The
HRM System might contain an object representing a certain employee with the attributes
”first name”, ”surname” and ”salary”. The same employee might also be represented on
the Database server, but here it might have the attributes ”first name”, ”last name” and
”e-mail address”. On the metadirectory this might be mirrored by creating an object
representing this employee, but with the attributes ”first name”, ”surname” , ”salary”
and ”e-mail address”. The values of these attributes will be taken from the respective
systems.
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Figure 3.7: Data representation in Metadirectories

The are two ways metadirectories can be used to facilitate the maintenance of identity
information. One way is to look at it as a single point of access where data can be
modified and automatically propagated to all connected systems. Another way is to see
the metadirectory as a service that gathers information from connected systems, stores it,
and propagates it to the others. The latter requires the specification of servers to function
as Authoritative Sources. In practice, usually both ways are used, complementing each
other.
It should be clear from the definition of metadirectories that the Directory Services
component of IAM systems can be seen as a metadirectory. This will be further illustrated
by Figure 3.8, which gives a detailed architectural view of this component, based on LDAP.

Figure 3.8: LDAP Metadirectory
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Virtual directories are servers that can be accessed through a directory protocol, like
LDAP, but that do not contain any data themselves. Like metadirectories, they map
data from connected systems to their own intermediate data model. Virtual directories
however, do not store this mapped data locally and only offer a dynamic view on it.
While virtual directories could replace metadirectories, often they are used to
complement them. We see that on the IAM market, metadirectory products are often
bundled with virtual directories. In Figure 3.8, the connectors would typically contain
virtual directories.

3.2.6.2

Provisioning/Integration Layer

While by itself it is only once component in the IAM architecture, as the name implies,
the Provisioning/Integration Layer performs two different related tasks which will be
separately discussed here. The purpose of the Provisioning/Integration Layer is to
make bidirectional data exchange possible between the different connected systems in
the architecture.
Data integration is the process of mapping different data models. In the context of
IAM, it is about mapping the different data models of all connected systems to the data
model from the metadirectory, as part of the Directory Services component. In practice
this is usually a very tedious process which should already start at the design phase
of the metadirectory data model. Numerous technical issues might be encountered, as
data is usually stored in many different representations, ranging from relational models
to directories. One way to address these issues is to use virtual directories. The main
challenge with data integration however lies somewhere else.
There are a few requirements that must be met before full data integration can become
possible. All objects should be unique according to a certain meta key and their coupling
should be possible using the same meta key. Also, there should not be any missing or
redundant objects on any of the connected systems. Consistency between these systems
is also a necessity, matching attributes on different systems, for instance, should always
contain the same value. In reality however, this situation is rarely the case. Before it
is possible to realize data integration on a technical level and making it a part of the
process of actually matching the different data models, a lot of extra work hence needs
to be done. Data on all connected systems needs to be analyzed, Authoritative Sources
need to be specified and repositories need to be cleaned. This highly specialized process
is a very important aspect of IAM, but can be considered a separate specialization.
Data integration makes bidirectional synchronization between the metadirectory and
the different connected systems possible. Leaving the terminology as described in Section
3.2.2.1, the term Provisioning here stands for the automated process of managing the
entire user life-cycle within a company. This process includes, but is not limited to
provisioning alone, as it also includes deprovisioning and the maintenance of identity
information.
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As provisioning is a large scale integration project with a very big impact on multiple
different departments in companies, it can be very challenging to implement. Typically,
provisioning projects cause many political problems related to data ownership, making
strong support from upper management hence needed. The same support is also needed
financially, as provisioning projects tend to be costly. Apart from agreements with
data and system owners, provisioning also requires arrangements with software providers
concerning support.
It is however not always necessary to deploy provisioning in one time, the so called ”big
bang” scenario. Often, it is possible to split up provisioning projects into smaller parts.
Such a gradual deployment makes it possible to tackle problems one at a time and greatly
reduces the complexity of the project. Another tactic that might be applied is the use
of shadow environments. This consists of first gathering information from Authoritative
Sources and afterwards, in stead of provisioning it to the real production servers, sending
it to shadow environments mirroring these servers.
Password management is one of the features that provisioning systems can provide.
It is a solution to the problem of users who need their password reset, something
that constitute as much as 30 percent (or more) of company help-desk calls[8]. The
deployment of password management is a very popular and suitable subproject of a fullscale provisioning project, as its measurability makes it easy to calculate its return of
investment.
On a technical level, interoperability is the biggest concern with provisioning systems.
While inside a company this might not have such a big impact, it is mostly an issue when
there is a need for provisioning across enterprizes, which might use their own different
provisioning systems. As there is an increasing need for employees to access identity
information outside the control of the company, this is a growing concern. An example
would be employees using an online telephony service. Usually these services require the
creation of an account with a screen name attached, under which company business is
conducted. For this reason, many companies would desire the possibility to deprovision
these screen names when an employee using such a service leaves. To address these
issues, standards for provisioning are developed, most notably the XML-based Service
Provisioning Markup Language (SPML) from the Organization for the Advancement of
Structured Information Standards (OASIS)[23].
Above, the Provisioning/Integration Layer is described as something that picks up
identity information on one system, transforms and stores it on the metadirectory,
picks it up again from there and transforms and stores it on other systems. In reality
however, often many other related processes have to be managed before, during or after
provisioning. A certain manager might for example need to give explicit permission before
a user can be added to a particular system. If one looks at Provisioning as simply
moving data from point A to point B, integrating these sorts of processes can prove to be
hard. For this reason, the workflow approach has gained popularity lately. The Workflow
Management Coalition (WfMC) defines workflow as the automation of a business process,
in whole or part, during which documents, information, or tasks are passed from one
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participant to another for action, according to a set of procedural rules[24]. The use
of workflows for provisioning is a top-down approach, where first a model is made of
a workflow in which a predetermined path is defined leading the data to reviewers and
approvers before arriving at its destination. Workflows can include conditional logic, but
does not always have to model a fully automated process. An additional benefit of the
use of workflows is the fact that often they can be extended with automated monitoring
processes, which could, for example, detect and report when approval actions are not done
in a timely fashion. Lately, more and more tools are being developed to make provisioning
systems based on the (often graphical) design of a provisioning workflow.
Also related to provisioning are the concepts of zero-day start and zero-day stop.
These are actually benefits that a good working provisioning system might achieve. The
aim of zero-day start is to make new internal or external employees already productive
from their first day on, by being able to immediately grant access to all resources they
might need for their job responsibilities. It describes the ideal situation where provisioning
immediately and automatically provides a user everything they need once their identity
and job specification is added to a HR system. Likewise, zero-day stop means that
all privileges are automatically revoked once users terminate their relationship with the
company.
For the technical realization of provisioning and data integration, agents are often
used. These are independent applications that can be remote or local. Remote agents are
agents that are installed on the system that acts as a destination for data. It makes a
connection to the source system and fetches data from there by itself. Local agents on the
other hand are installed on the source systems, from which they fetch data locally and
send them over to destination systems. Most provisioning systems use a combination of
local and remote agents. Furthermore, one also has the choice to either let provisioning
happen in batches or to use real-time synchronization. While the latter is often preferred,
in some cases it might be more suitable to send the data over in bulks after a certain time
interval.

3.2.6.3

Access Management Component

Although it is a bit idealistic to really view it like this, it is not hard to consider both the
Directory Services and Integration/Provisioning Layer components as concrete entities
within an IAM architecture. The Directory Services component as a single central
directory server that connects all other systems and the Integration/Provisioning Layer
Component as a set of tools, applications and drivers installed on these systems. The
Access Management component however is of a very different nature and resembles a
concept that exists spread out over all systems involved.
The Access Management component in an IAM architecture encompasses all parts
of the solution that control and monitor access to resources. This could be both across
internal and external networks. More specifically, it consists of all parts responsible for
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authentication, authorization and trust mechanisms.
Classically, the implementation of Access Management in IAM is seen as something
based on centralization. All user credentials are gathered and stored in the Directory
Services component and, using the Integration/Provisioning layer component, provisioned
to all connected systems, based on security policies. A real life example, illustrated in
Figure 3.9, would be a SAP system on which the creation of a customer subscription
results in the creation of roles for all its users on a directory used as a repository by a
web access control solution.

Figure 3.9: Example of Access Management in IAM

In this traditional view, IAM only offers a usable framework on which Access
Management can be added to and does not offer anything new. The technologies involved
very well also exist outside the realm of IAM and include implementations of PKI, RBAC,
Access Control Lists (ACLs), Single Sign-On (SSO) etc. Out of the possibilities IAM
offers however, some Access Management concepts grew, which are now slowly gaining
popularity. Two of these will be discussed now, Federated Identity and User-Centric
Identity.
So far, centralization has been represented as an important factor in realizing IAM
solutions. Within a security domain, a company or business unit, authoritative identity
sources are created by integrating core systems, using technologies like meta-directory
services. Lately however, there is an increasing need for interoperability between different
security domains[8], which inevitably requires a more loosely coupled and decentralized
architecture. The whole of agreements, standards and technologies that make identity
information and entitlements portable across these different autonomous domains is
covered by the term Federated Identity.
Federation facilitates the creation of Business to Business (B2B) connections, including
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connections between a company and their customers, partners and suppliers. Most
likely, federation will occur much more internally, as it makes interoperability between
decentralized autonomous business units possible. Another benefit of this is that it would
make it easier to consolidate operations faster after mergers and acquisitions.
While, as been noted, the need for federation has been growing considerably lately, the
concept of exchanging data between autonomous business units is not new. Previously
attempts have already been made to accomplish this, using technologies like information
duplication or inter-enterprise directory lookup. An example of this is the previously
discussed X.500 directory standard. For various reasons however these efforts largely
failed. Technically, implementing them required a lot of insight in the systems involved
and needed a lot of manual labor. Furthermore, tightly coupled architectures require
agreements to be made on the single technologies, and the particular implementations
of these, to be used. At the time however, the market was still not mature enough for
this. Secondly, federation also introduces a whole range of non-technical issues related to
the unavoidable loss of control over data. Increased risk of fraud, security breaches and
loss of privacy are among them, but possibly even political struggles can emerge within
companies.
The concept of federated identities does not only describe identities for which the
identity information is stored over multiple systems in different security domains, but also
includes the actual process of authentication of users across these domains. As already
said, the need for users to access external systems outside the security domain, and hence
outside the domain of control, increases. A separation of users and the systems they
require access to will therefore be a necessity. Ultimately, the goal of federated identities
is to make it possible for users to access data or systems on another security domain
both securely and seamlessly. Currently however we are still not there, and examples of
fully federated identities do not exist in practice yet. Federation, however, is something
that can be achieved in small steps and in practice we do see that we are slowly growing
towards it.
Like before, federation still requires open industry standards and open published
specifications to achieve interoperability between the multiple parties involved. The
most prominent of these is the XML-based Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)
standard, a product of the OASIS Security Services Technical Committee (SSTC), which
is currently at version 2.0. SAML is mainly focused on the problem of Web Browser Single
Sign-On, which is the Internet version of users trying to securely and seamlessly access
services on systems outside their security domain.
A well known phenomenon on the Internet is that the amount of places where one
has to identify keeps on growing. At each of these places, be it an online shop or an
e-mail provider, one has to create a profile and authenticate, usually with a username
and password combination. Different identities are hence created on unrelated security
domains this way. This comes with many problems however, as it requires users to
remember many passwords, to leave their private data open to parties they might not
fully trust and might leave them open for phishing and pharming attacks. It should be
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clear that it is undesirable that users have to manage many identities at different locations.
At the same time, companies face the challenge of having to manage too many
identities separately. As we saw before, managing identities has not been an easy task
and it requires intensive control over many processes.
These problems resulted in a shift of paradigm. The concept of User-Centric Identities
emerged, which shifted the focus from the security domain or the directory to the users
themselves. A User-Centric Identity is a single digital identity that is managed by the
users themselves. Often the concept is illustrated by comparing it to a wallet. Outside
the digital world, when people have to identify themselves or hand out their identity
information, they take the relevant card out of their wallet. When you are driving a
car and the police stops you, you have to take out your driver’s license from your wallet
and show it to them. With User-Centric Identities, this concept is transposed to digital
identification and data exchange. The idea is that users manage their own identities as
some sort of wallet containing cards and when necessary they can decide for themselves
which card to hand over to a particular party asking for authentication or information.
This way, the management of the identity becomes much less complex and users can
decide for themselves which information to hand over. User-Centric technologies can
effectively works as a Single-Sign On solution and make it possible for users to store
identity information and other data, like for example wish lists or a list of previous
purchases from a web shop, on a single portable digital identity. This User-Centric
Identity can also be used to automatically created profiles and fill in forms. While a
User-Centric Identity has many advantages, there is still a long road to go as it requires
many changes to those systems that are currently used. It also still remains a question
whether these technologies can also be applied to internal company networks.
The authentication part of User-Centric Identity Management is often called Identity
2.0. It differs from classical ways of (web)authentication by completely removing the need
for Validation Authorities, as can be seen in Figure 3.10. In a traditional view on online
authentication, a user sends a signed certificate to a requesting party, which is in turn
send to a Validation Authority to confirm whether it is valid or not. In Identity 2.0,
the user can select their own preferred Registration Authority which is called upon by
applications when identification for some service is needed. This Registration Authority
in turn sends a request for issuance of a digital ID to a Certification Authority, which
hands this over to the user. This Public Digital ID can then be used to respond to an
identity challenge issued by the party requesting identification, for example a web shop.
Locally this party can then validate the data send back by the user, without any further
need for a third party central Validation Authority.
Figure 3.10, based on the Identity 2.0 diagram by Dion Hinchcliffe in [25], illustrates
the working of Identity 2.0 Web Authentication compared to classic authentication
mechanisms. There are already a few existing technologies based on Identity 2.0, most
notably Microsoft CardSpace, Higgins and Sxip.
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Figure 3.10: Example of Identity 2.0 Web Authentication

3.2.6.4

Identity Management Component

Similar to the Access Management Component, the Identity Management Component
should also be seen as a concept that can be identified at numerous places in the IAM
architecture. Both components are closely related and it is therefore not always clear
whether something belongs to either the Identity or the Access Management Component
in the architecture. While in the previous section Federated Identity and User-Centric
Identity were discussed with a focus on Access Management, it is not difficult to consider
certain aspects of these as possible parts of the Identity Management Component as well.
The User-Centric idea that identities should be managed similar to a wallet containing
cards is for example arguably more related to the management of identities than access
management.
In this section we will focus on mechanisms that are strongly tied to the Identity
Management Component, namely Delegated Administration and User Self-Service. Unlike
Federated and User-Centric Identities, these mechanisms are already commonly in use
nowadays and the project described in the next chapter can actually be considered a web
application making use of the User Self-Service capabilities of the IAM architecture.
Delegated Administration can be seen as a model for assigning management rights.
Traditionally, the management of users in an identity store is done by a small number
of people. They have the rights to set and reset passwords, add and remove users and
modify user attributes. A helpdesk would be a typical example of such a group of users.
There are however variable reasons why such a traditional model is not always
desirable. An important reason, which has already mentioned before while discussing
Access Management, is that when the user population grows, it might become too large
to manage efficiently. Other reasons include the possibilities that it is simply not desired
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to give a limited group of people so much control over all users or that the group of user
administrators does not have sufficient knowledge over some subsets of their user base.
The latter could be the case if the company offers access to employees of partners. From
an administrative point of view it is infeasible to let these partner accounts be managed by
internal user administration, as often clear communication between these entities might
be difficult.
Delegated Administration, which is also called Delegated Management, offers a
solution to this problem by distributing the management of users to different units which
often have a closer relationship with the users they get to manage. In the case of a
partnership, certain individuals within the company they do business with might for
example be granted the right to manage their own accounts. An extra advantage this offers
is that liability might also be shifted to other parties this way. The scope of Delegated
Administration can be quite wide. Horizontally, administrative rights can not only be
delegated to partners for external users, but for internal users they can be delegated per
business unit, geographical location, application and alike. Vertically, there has been the
notion of transitive delegation, meaning that certain rights that were delegated to a party
might in turn, completely or partially, be delegated to other units by said party.
User Self-Service mechanisms are another way of targeting the same problems. In a
sense it is a form of delegated management, as it gives users the right to modify some
or all of their attributes. In many cases this is a very efficient strategy as many user
attributes are unrelated to security and one could consider to let them be managed freely
by the user they belong to, who is often the best source for this information anyway.
Besides efficiency, additional benefits might include the reduction of administrative costs
and customer satisfaction. An example of an attribute that might be managed by a user
is an e-mail address, but there are of course many more. In the case of a user password,
the User Self-Service mechanism is often called Password Self-Service. One caveat for the
implementation of User Self-Service is the need to implement suitable constrains at the
same time, such as validity checking and the enforcement of naming conventions.
While nowadays most IAM solutions sold by vendors include Delegated Administration
and User Self-Service mechanisms, there are still some differences in the amount of
functionality they offer. Some solutions might for example not offer transitive delegation.
In general however, both Delegated Administration and User Self-Service are considered
important additions to IAM architectures and their use is very wide-spread.

3.2.6.5

Logging Systems

While from a security point of view IAM solutions work preventively, they do not
intrinsically offer detection methods when things do go wrong. While all components
discussed aim at reducing risks, by itself they do not contain mechanism to detect the
occurrence of possible errors. Detection is not part of the functionality that Identity and
Access Management offers and is actually done by independent auditing solutions. The
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final component we will discuss here will be responsible for delivering input for these
audits and consists of all logging systems that are part of the IAM architecture.
Logging within an IAM architectures can be categorized into three main groups: error,
user activity and IAM procedures logging. As the name implies, the first category will
be responsible for logging all errors, which could concern provisioning, data integrity and
system failures. User activity logging consists of storing possible actions of users and
the background information that belongs to them. This can be login attempts, the use of
certain information or functionality and the storage of user information like the IP address
they logged from. The logging of IAM procedure will on the other hand keep track of
identities being created or removed, credentials being set or modified and permissions or
access to certain systems being granted.
The auditing of IAM systems targets two questions. Are IAM procedures correctly
followed and does the IAM solution work as it should? The answer to these questions will
have to be derived from the logs. This can be quite a tedious job however, as the amount
of raw data might easily grow very large and the storage format might be system specific.
Therefore, in order to go from simple logging to auditing, a process has to be implemented.
This process usually consists of four steps. First data has to be normalized, which consists
of identifying and linking fields at different sources and the actual normalization of the
syntax. Secondly, the log entries have to be interpreted, identifying the nature of the
logging actions and grouping them. In the third step, it is examined how the entries
correlated to each other and whether rules and policies are followed correctly. Finally,
during the reporting stage, alarms are raised, statistics are generated and events are
written to history logs.
There are two specific pitfalls concerning the auditing of IAM systems that could make
this process quite complex. First of all, when there is bad integration between different
parts of the IAM architecture, differences between format and contents of log entries
might make normalization quite complex. This might also make it hard to discover
relationships between them and hence make interpretation and analysis difficult. Bad
integration between the IAM and logging components on the other hand, might make
double administration of policies necessary. In this case it is very hard to get a clear
view on the entire process and, as a consequence, this results in high audit costs. Ideally,
logging should be homogenous within an IAM architecture and there should be complete
integration between the logging systems and other IAM components.

3.2.7

Benefits of Identity and Access Management

In section 3.2.4 the different business challenges that companies face nowadays and which
can be addressed by Identity and Access Management were already discussed. The actual
results and benefits after implementing an IAM solution were however left out at the
time. While section 3.2.4 gave a look at the situation before the implementation of an
IAM solution, we will now examine possible improvements after the implementation of
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such system. This practical view on the benefits of Identity and Access Management will
conclude this research.
It is very hard to rank the benefits of Identity and Access Management according to
their importance, as it is very situational dependant. Business drivers might originate
both from the need to address certain problems as from the desire to obtain certain
benefits. These drivers are also sensitive to trends and evolve in time. What arguably
can be currently considered the most important benefit is the way IAM solutions help
ensure regulatory compliance. As already stated in Section 3.2.4, more and more,
compliancy is becoming a legal requirement enforced by governments. Companies need
to be able to prove they meet applicable authentication, authorization, auditing and
privacy requirements mandated by internal or external regulations. Simple decentralized
ad hoc identity or access management solutions do not suffice anymore for these demands,
as often these are primary technologically oriented and aimed at doing a certain job,
more than actually being able to prove they are doing this job right. Integrated logging
capabilities offered by IAM solutions on the other hand, facilitate the need to meet
auditing requirements greatly. IAM systems are however more than just technology, as
apart from the different techniques and components, there is also an important intangible
design behind it. This abstraction makes it possible to formally prove the correctness of
the system.
There are four other important advantages of Identity and Access Management
systems: saving costs, increasing security (risk control), improving services and making
mergers and acquisitions easier.

3.2.7.1

Saving Costs

From numerous research reports can be concluded that practical identity and access
management policies are costly and hard to maintain if they are not supported by a
carefully designed, automated and auditable control mechanism for identity information
and credentials. It is however very hard to calculate the exact return of investment (ROI)
for going through an Identity and Access Management project, as it often depends a lot
on the situation and the type of company involved. Results are often hard to quantify in
terms of costs and dependant on multiple factors. It should hence come as no surprise
that these reports tend to come up with different numbers. This does not imply however
that these researches are useless, as they do help giving a very practical and concrete view
on the benefits of IAM. For this reason, two independent research reports will be quoted
here to illustrate the numerous areas where IAM can save costs. Both reports are from
research conducted in 2002. The first report is the PriceWaterhouseCoopers/Meta Group
Survey called ”the value of Identity Management”[26] the second report is the Gartner
research on ROI[27].
The first major area where IAM can offer a considerable ROI is on an architectural
level. Consistent architectures make it possible to reuse components for applications,
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systems and services, which also has an impact on development, and improves control.
A good example illustrating this, are the various security systems implemented in the
different webapplications a company has to maintain. On average, for every application,
Gartner estimates the costs for the ongoing management of this code to be $13,50 per
year, per user. To put this in perspective, for six applications and 20000 users, this
counts up to more than a million dollar. Also the development of this code itself can
be quite costly. Development costs are estimated to be $9,50 per user, for each different
hard-coded security mechanism. The possibility to run different applications on a single
security system module might hence seriously improve costs.
Besides consistent architectures, IAM also leads to consistent management of identities
and credentials and improves control over the various sources of information. Similar to
architectures, modular identity and access management mechanisms can greatly reduce
maintenance costs. According to PriceWaterhouseCoopers (PWC), processes to add,
remove or modify users and their credentials are often inefficient and costly in practice. For
large companies (which are defined as having more than 10000 users in the PWC report),
the average time that is spend on these processes is 54180 hours per year, including the
management of user stores. Even improvements of small percentages can hence have huge
results. Consistent IAM also leads to possibilities to eliminate duplicate data. PWC
estimates that on average 38% of external and even 75% of internal users are stored
in multiple data stores. For large organizations, improving the user store management
is estimated to be 1236 hours a year. Identities stored in multiple places often also
means they are managed by multiple administrators. As Garner estimates the costs in
administrator salaries to be $14 a year per user, minimizing the number of places where
identities are stored can also lead in quite a big saving in this area.
Improving services, both to customers as internally, is an advantage by itself and will
be covered in detail later. It may however also lead to improving costs. Being able to
offer new services might of course open up new business opportunities, but there are also
other, less obvious, financial improvements to be gained with it. First of all, improving
or introducing new services can help in gaining time. According to PWC, the average
user spends an estimated 16 minutes each day on authenticating and signing in. While by
itself this is not very spectacular, for large companies this means that around 2666 hours
are wasted each day, or 1,3 working years, every day.
The most typical example of a service that can easily be introduced in a company, as
part or after an IAM project, is password reset functionality, which will actually be the
topic of the next chapter. Often, password reset is taken as a case study to illustrate the
benefits of IAM in terms of ROI, as its cost savings are easily quantifiable. From Gartner’s
report can be derived that averagely each user calls the help desk four times a year to
request a password reset. As each call is estimated to cost over $23 to the company,
improvements in this can be quite beneficial. PWC on the other hand, estimates that
around 45% of help desk calls are related to password reset. Being able to reduce this
number by 1/3th may lead to an annual cost saving of $648000 for large companies.
Improving security can also be considered an advantage by itself, but like improving
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services, it also has additional financial benefits. While it is especially hard to accurately
measure, according to Gardner the costs of insider unauthorized access to data is about
$300000 per incident. The implementation of deprovisioning mechanisms could greatly
reduce the risk for this to happen.
3.2.7.2

Increasing Security

The main aim of (information) security is often describe as protecting the confidentiality,
integrity and availability of data. This is often called the CIA Triad. A practical way to
give a clear overview of what IAM can mean for an organization in terms of improving
security is to look at the impact of IAM on each of these key concepts.
By helping to define and implement access policies for employees, contractors,
customers and business partners, IAM can help preventing exposure to unauthorized
individuals. One intrinsic problem of authorization is finding a balance between general
and precise access. General access means that authorization is given to broad groups
of individuals. This is very easy to manage, but might lead to unacceptable levels of
confidentiality. Precise access on the other hand, where permissions are given on a very
granular level, gives a solution to this issue but can easily become very complex and hard
to maintain. As we saw before, access control mechanisms, like RBAC, which are part
of the access management aspect of IAM can greatly reduce this complexity. Also the
Identity Life-Cycle part of IAM systems can play a role in improving the confidentiality
quality. Provisioning plays a very important part in this as since it makes it possible to
use the same processes for all systems involved, it can greatly simplify the management of
entitlements. To target the common problem of the abuse of users whose credentials have
not been updated in a timely fashion, think of an employee who got fired but still has
accounts on many systems, deprovisioning mechanisms can play an important role. IAM
can also offer an infrastructure to enforce rules and procedures, for example complex
password rules that often need to be changed or the policy that an admin is always
required to request access to resources before it is granted. Finally, this infrastructure
can also be used to implement strong and advanced authentication mechanisms. These
often suffer from complexity and the need to maintain additional user data. Robust IAM
mechanisms, especially a proper directory infrastructure, can offer a solution for this extra
overhead.
As already mentioned, more and more, company resources are used by external users,
be it customers or business partners. Problems related to this originate from the fact that
the company does not have the same knowledge and control over these users. The aim
of controlled IAM is exactly to extend access to information, without integrity loss. IAM
not only offers possibilities to improve the protection of application data by putting in
place authentication and authorization mechanisms, it can also protect the data while it
is send over the network. While this prevents tampering with the data, it is also another
example of IAM induced improvement of confidentiality. During the implementation of
IAM projects, the idea is to streamline processes. The result, processes that are less
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fragmented, is much less prone to be corrupted and can hence improve data integrity.
Finally, IAM often results in the reduction of identity stores. This greatly reduces the
attack surface and leaves more room for focussing on the remaining ones.
Poor management processes can put the availability of resources at risk. Take
management processes of accounts covering different kinds of users as an example.
Suppose a company uses a conventional user management system for their employees.
When this company starts using online services, this might result in many, more than
the system was initially designed for, online customer users entering the same system,
possibly causing overload and reduced availability. Identity Life-Cycle Management can
also improve availability and provisioning mechanisms might insure that data is updated
in a timely fashion such that it can be kept current.
Besides the CIA triad, IAM can also improve other aspects of security. While
compliancy can be seen as something that includes multiple security qualities, sometimes
it is also named as one of these aspects. An important quality that has not been named
yet is auditability, or the ability to audit log trails. Provisioning and the IAM logging
mechanisms we discussed before can evidently play an important role in this too.

3.2.7.3

Improving Services

Another benefit of Identity and Access Management is its ability to improve or introduce
new services to users. There are two separate kinds of users who can benefit from this,
internal and external users. External users are defined as users who make use of services
from outside the trusted company network and while they mainly consist of customers,
they can be business partners too. Internal users on the other hand are employees,
contractors and, depending on how closely they are tied with the company, also business
partners. While the kind of services that both groups typically require or want to improve
often overlap, the reasons behind it can differ. It should also be noted that the services
we talk about here are not the services IAM offers by itself, which have been extensively
discussed before, but those that can make use of or are build upon the IAM infrastructure.
Improving or introducing new services should, in the first place, lead to an enhanced
user experience. While the situation might call for it for both kinds of users, the reasons
often differ between internal and external users. While for external users the main aim is
to improve loyalty and attraction, for internal users it is usually to improve productivity.
Most of the time, new or improved services need to be introduced to target specific
complains or demands from users, related to daily life activities. Introducing this can
however be hard or might lead to fragmented, inconsistent architectures. It is here that
the infrastructure that IAM provides can play an important beneficial role.
Let us illustrate this with a couple of specific examples. In 3.2.7.1 it has already been
discussed how reduced or simplified sign-on mechanisms can decrease operational costs.
Evidently, the improvement of this service might also lead to an enhanced user experience.
The introduction of Single Sign-On (SSO) might be a big stimulant for external users
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to also try out or switch to other services the company might offer. For external users,
improvement mechanism can be beneficial for accessing applications, services and systems.
User experience can also be greatly improved by user self-service, like the password reset
service. As already mentioned, an actual case study of the implementation of the latter on
top of an IAM infrastructure will be discussed later. Another way to attract customers and
improve productivity is to introduce profile management and personalized applications,
which both demands a good identity management infrastructure. Finally, the IAM
infrastructure can also make it possible to consolidate information or administrative
tasks into one screen. This can be a good improvement of user experience as often
the information for specific management tasks is spread out over different applications,
services and systems. The information used for Human Resource Management (HRM)
can for example be spread out over applications and services, while system administration
does not only consists of the management of systems, but also applications.
A good example of a technology that successfully combines many of the improvements
discussed above are web portals. While they are a relatively new phenomenon, they can
be considered very popular. Market research from Burton[8] even estimates that 64% of
today’s Internet traffic goes through them. Many companies introduce portals to target
specific communities, both of internal and external users. In the first place, web portals
offer a simplified, single platform for information and/or administration by aggregating
and organizing content and functionality. Hereby, it often offers means to personalize
this, for example by making it possible to change the look and feel of pages and web
applications. Usually users need to log in only once, to be able to access all applications,
services and information they have rights to. In order to offer all this however, portals
need to reduce fragmentation and should be build on a robust infrastructure consisting of
identity, access and security mechanisms. We will expand on portals in the next chapter,
where a more practical view of them will be covered.
Identity and Access Management can also help introducing other services that are not
directly related to the enhancement of user experience. The first one is federation, which
makes it possible to work with partners directly, without needing to manage identities and
credentials of this partner company. As we have discussed before, IAM can also offer an
infrastructure that supports workflow services. Finally, in the future, also digital rights
management systems will most likely demand the kind of infrastructure IAM offers, as
digital intellectual property, like sensitive financial reports, can not be separated from
strong forms of digital identities and authentication.
3.2.7.4

Making mergers and acquisitions easier

Mergers and acquisitions often introduce specific unique challenges. Common standards
need to be found and, as the employees from the new organization need proper
levels of access as quickly as possible, integrating identity and access management is
hereby particularly important. Identity stores and management processes might become
redundant due to this and need to be removed in order to decrease management costs.
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Among these challenges is the need to make identity stores compatible, to combine
accounts, to implement trust mechanisms, to synchronize identity stores and to update
security policies to comply with new regulations. This can easily become very
complex, especially so if there is no robust and mature identity and access management
infrastructure in place.

3.3

Report

This third and final part of the chapter is an internship report on the database migration
project itself. After a small discussion on the relation between IAM and Database
migrations, it will mainly consist of a description on how the project got started and
evolved during the few months I worked on it. Descriptions of desired goals, challenges,
encountered problems and design decisions will be among the topics that will be discussed.
For practical reasons, the description of the project will not be chronological but
solution oriented. The envisioned end result will be analyzed and all its components will
be discussed in a logical order. In reality however, the time that was spend on designing
and implementing these separate components greatly overlapped.

3.3.1

IAM and Database Migrations

At its very basics, the main task one wishes to accomplish with IAM is to synchronize
identity information and credentials between different computer systems. To achieve this,
it is necessary to implement mechanisms that are able to copy data from one system to the
other, keep data between these different systems equal and remove data when necessary.
Earlier on, we defined these processes as provisioning, maintenance and deprovisioning.
While this task could be done with home-brew solutions, IAM distinguishes itself from
these by using directory services as a, often centralized, repository for data. This way,
systems do not have to communicate directly with each other anymore and in a sense
become only responsible for moving their relevant data to the directory service. Once
the Directory Services component receives data, it is this system that has to decide what
to do with it. Nearly all logics related to data management are hence situated on this
component, making it very suitable to construct robust, stable and scalable solutions.
By itself however, this solution does not address the main issue at hand, as putting a
directory in between the different systems does not change the fact that data still needs
to be transformed into different formats. In fact, we could even say the problem got
actually worse by putting a directory between the different systems. While before, only
one transformation was required to transfer data from a source system to a target system,
now two are needed.
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To realize what makes working with directory components useful in the first place,
let us take a look at the two major difficulties related to transferring data between
different systems. The first one results from the fact that on these systems, data is usually
also stored in different ways. Obviously there are big differences in how data is stored
between relational databases, network databases, hierarchical databases and directories.
Apart from that, even if the same technology is used, the data model itself might also
differ greatly. These differences often make data mapping quite a challenge. The second
difficulty is finding a way to send the data from one system to the other. The problems
involved with this are actually often closely related to the previous one as they also arise
from the fact that different technologies might be involved. The main challenge here
is to find means for systems using different protocols to be able to communicate with
each other. This often requires transformations of languages and data sets. Consider for
example a relational database, which only communicates in SQL, and an LDAP directory.
To transfer data between these systems, a way has to be found to transform SQL into
LDAP and vice versa.
We saw already that a directory can be designed as a metadirectory, which means it can
store data in an intermediate data format. This is something that can make data mapping
quite a lot easier, as when this meta data model is carefully designed, transforming data
from the source system to the metadirectory and from the metadirectory to the target
system might be a lot simpler. One hard problem is hence reduced to two less complex
ones, something that also offers benefits on maintainability. Secondly, virtual directories
can be integrated in the Directory Services component of an IAM solution. As already
discussed in section 3.2.6.1, some of them can work as a bridge between common protocols
like LDAP and SQL. Virtual directories can also offer a view on the data in the source
directory, again simplifying the process of mapping data.
While working with metadirectories and virtual directories can often be very successful,
in some occasions they do not suffice. This is especially so when one has to work with
legacy systems, very old systems that often use technologies and protocols that are not
common anymore and defer a lot from current day standards. For these systems the way
data is stored might be so different that finding a good intermediate data model for a
metadirectory becomes impractical. Furthermore, the legacy system might have become
too rare to be supported by virtual directory technologies or other IAM solutions. In
these cases, it will hence become necessary again to develop a home-grew solution.
When a company that wishes to implement an IAM solution maintains legacy systems
as those described above, they basically have two choices. One way is to develop their
own provisioning, deprovisioning and maintenance solution, which might involve the use
of custom made virtual directories and extra metadirectories. Another option is simply to
replace the system by a newer one. In the latter case, it is clear that a database migration
will be necessary.
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3.3.2

Initial Situation

Before describing what was implemented, let us first have a look at the initial situation,
of which a simplified view is given in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11: Initial situation at the Dutch and Belgian sites

This figure shows two separate sites, a Dutch mother company on the left and a
recently acquired Belgian subsidiary on the right. While the identity data stored and the
services offered at each site are very similar, they have chosen a very different technical
implementation for both. At the Dutch company, the system that was implemented was
already running for more than twenty years and most technologies involved could hence
be considered quite dated. The Belgian system was very recent however, and only ran
for a couple of years. Due to this gap in age, connecting these systems became quite an
issue.
At the Dutch site we can see an Integrated Database Management System (IDMS),
running on an IBM mainframe. IDMS is a so-called CODASYL database management
system and contrary to most databases used today, it is a network database and not a
relational one. The origins of this database management system can be tracked back to
the sixties and over the years it became quite successful due to its excellent performance.
In the early to mid eighties however, hardware power increased dramatically. This made
it a lot more productive to use the resource intensive but practical Relational Database
Management Systems. Nowadays IDMS mainframes are mostly just run as legacy systems.
Connected with this IDMS mainframe are multiple applications offering services to
customers. During the years, multiple services were added, resulting in a whole range
of different used technologies. The environment consists of COBOL applications using
their own authentication and networking mechanisms, programs that have to be accessed
by customers through dial-up connections and a script that runs daily, used to update a
directory a website authenticated with.
At the Belgian site, the identity information is stored in a modern Microsoft SQL
(MSSQL) relational database. Services offered to internal users and customers are offered
as web applications, running on application servers and accessible through web servers.
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The technology used for this was Microsoft .NET running on IIS web servers. The exact
implementation of these is not relevant to the project, it should be clear that both sites
were radically different.
The main challenge here is how to make both identity stores cooperate with each other.
Ways need to be found to integrate and synchronize the data between the systems. Later,
it will also be desired that services can be offered consistently on both sides, something
that should already be accounted for in advance.

3.3.3

Proposed Solution

After counseling with the customer, the solution presented in figure 3.12 was proposed.

Figure 3.12: Proposed solution

The first radical change here is the gradual removal of the IDMS mainframe and its
services. The greyed out part of the image depicts this process. This is quite a huge
operation as it requires both the data in the mainframe and the services it offers to be
transferred to other platforms.
Central in the solution was the addition of a new IBM DB2 relational database at the
Dutch site. The primary task of this system is to act as a bridge between the mainframe
and the MSSQL database. In order to do so, a data model needed to be defined on this
system which can contain data from both systems. Secondly, ways needed to be found to
make this intermediate database able to communicate with the mainframe as well as the
MSSQL server.
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Finally, this database server also needed to act as an Authoritative Source for the
Identity and Access Management system that was developed at the site. This made it
possible to provision both the Belgian and Dutch identity information to all other systems
connected. As a consequence, consistent services could hence be build on top of the IAM
infrastructure, making use of all the advantages this offers.
Particularly in Belgium, no plans were made to migrate these services yet, for the
Dutch side it was decided to slowly migrate all services previously offered by the mainframe
this way.

3.3.4

Main Mechanisms

When we analyze this solution, we can distinguish four mayor tasks that have to be
accomplished. Each part will be discussed in detail in the next section, while we will
already take a brief look at these mechanisms here.
Firstly, a way needs to be found to bring the data in the IDMS mainframe to the new
intermediate DB2 database. This task consists of two parts. The first step is to bring all
the current data to the database and later also new data entering the mainframe needs
to be synchronized. This is a result from the fact that the services on the mainframe
will be migrated gradually, as already mentioned before. Part of this task also consists
of developing a data model on DB2 which can hold the data provided by the mainframe.
This data model will depend on the solution chosen for the migration and synchronization
however.
Secondly, we also need to be able to migrate and synchronize data between our
intermediate and Belgian MSSQL database. As it is also desired that the MSSQL database
would get all Dutch data, this migration and synchronization needs to be bidirectional.
The good news however is that both databases use very recent and popular technologies,
making this task rather common and well documented. As a footnote, it should be noted
that the MSSQL also contains all historical data. This means that on every modification
of the data, the old data will still be stored in the history such that rollbacks to any
situation in the past are possible. As, partially because at the Dutch site no such history
exists, migrating this data would make things very complicated, it was decided to keep the
historical data out of the scope of this project. Again, this step requires the development
of a data model on the DB2 database.
Up to now, we saw that the two mechanism discussed above require the development
of two separate data models on the intermediate DB2 database. The next logical step
is to synchronize these two data models. This task requirs the search for a technique on
DB2 that could detect inserts, updates and deletes in one data model and translate them
into respectively inserts, updates and deletes on a second data model. This step needs
quite some logic and as a result needs a lot of custom development. For this reason, the
development of this particular mechanism can be considered the main part of the project.
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The final step consists of making the DB2 database part of the IAM architecture.
In fact, this actually did not fall under the scope of this project, some information on
this process will also be provided here as it is an interesting addition to the research on
Identity and Access Management in the previous part of this chapter.

3.3.5

IDMS/DB2 Synchronization

Synchronizing an IDMS mainframe with an SQL Database Management System (DBMS)
is on two accounts a non-trivial task. First of all, there is more than a decade between the
release of both products, making it very hard to find specific solutions mutually built on
accepted standards. Secondly, while both systems are evidently designed to store data,
the way they do this is structurally different, making data transformations complicated.
A brief introduction to IDMS and SQL DBMS will be given here to illustrate these
differences better.
IDMS is a for portability in the early nineteen-sixties rewritten version of the early
Integrated Data Store (IDS) database engine. While originally it was developed to be
used internally at the Chemical Division of the tire manufacturer B.F. Goodrich, later,
the rights were sold to Cullinane Database Systems, which was renamed Cullinet in
1983. Under Cullinane, IDMS was marketed and ported to IBM mainframe systems.
While in the late seventies the product was relatively successful, the popularity of IDMS
declined considerably due to the rising popularity of relational databases, of which SQL
databases are the most important subset, during the early eighties. The reason for this
growing success was mostly due to the increasing power of hardware, making their greater
productivity outweigh their inferior performance.
IDMS is an example of a CODASYL database management system. CODASYL, an
acronym of Conference on Data Systems Languages, was actually a consortium that was
founded in the late eighties and intended to help with the development of a programming
language that could be used on many different systems. This work actually led to the
development of the multi-platform COBOL programming language. This fact is still
visible today as the applications that ran on the IDMS mainframe were all written in that
language. In 1965, CODASYL formed the List Processing Task Force, which renamed
itself Data Base Task Group (DBTG) in 1967. While the DBTG was originally founded
to develop COBOL extensions to handle collections of records, in 1969 they published the
specifications of a new network database model, which became known as the CODASYL
database model.
CODASYL databases organize data into record data structures, which are very similar
to records as how they appear in programming languages. They consist of multiple
attributes that can be of different data types. Relations are expressed by using sets,
which can be seen as an ordered doubly-linked list of records of which the first record is
considered the parent and each subsequent record contains a pointer to this parent. By
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itself, they hence represent a one-to-many relationship. Figure 3.13 gives a representation
of this data structure.

Figure 3.13: Representation of two CODASYL sets. The second one is the empty set

SQL Database Management Systems organize their data in a very different way. While
in CODASYL data is organized and stored in record data structures, tables perform this
function in SQL databases. As we have seen, CODASYL databases consist of collections
of sets containing records. SQL databases on the other hand are collections of flat tables.
Similar to how records have attributes, the columns of these tables are assigned a name and
a singular data type. Every row in the table, representing a single object and comparable
with single records in the CODASYL database, is uniquely identified with a key, which is
the combined values of one or more predefined columns. With these unique keys, relations
can be expressed. This is done by adding Foreign Keys (FK), which are columns that can
contain the key of a record in another specified table. As many different rows can contain
the same FK, this is a one-to-many relationship too.

Figure 3.14: Transformation from CODASYL to Relational

While the data structures used by both systems are hence very different, there are
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nonetheless many similarities between the two. The way one queries the database and the
methods that are used to process data are not alike, for a migration or synchronization
this is not really relevant. The only thing that could be troublesome is that in the
CODASYL database the children of a parent are ordered, while in an SQL database, the
rows containing a Foreign Key to the same parent row are not necessary so. This loss of
information will need to be avoided by writing custom transformation routines.
The real challenge is hence not how to transform the data from the CODASYL to
the SQL data model, but is more related to finding the right technology to use. Both
systems are from a very different era, making it hard to find applications that can not
only communicate with the IDMS mainframe and the DB2 database but also transform
the data from one system to the other. Eventually however, two applications where found
that can accomplish this task. These were tcVision to bring data from IDMS to DB2 and
tcAccess to bring data the other way around.
TcVision and tcAccess are two applications specifically developed by Treehouse
Software for the IBM Mainframe. TcVision is used to synchronize data from an IBM
mainframe to a workstation or open system (like SQL DBMS) and TcAccess the other
way around. Between the two products, there is quite a difference in how they accomplish
this however. TcVision works by detecting changes on the mainframe. For this, no extra
programming is required. Depending on the configuration tcVision can then send the
changed data to a target system either in real time, after a certain time interval (batches)
or on specific events. TcVision also provides processors that can efficiently migrate massive
amounts of bulk data, which can be used for initial migrations. TcAccess on the other
hand can be seen as an abstraction layer that runs on top of the mainframe. This concept
is very similar to virtual directories as seen previously in this chapter. With tcAccess
running on top, an IDMS mainframe will be expanded with an SQL interface, making it
possible to a certain extend for outside systems to communicate with it as if it was an
SQL DBMS. Whenever an SQL query arrives at the interface, the tcAccess application
will capture it and translate it into commands suitable for the IDMS mainframe.
It was decided to implement tcVision first, as the migration of data out of the
mainframe was of primary importance. Later however, due to time constraints, increasing
costs to keep the mainframe operational and high estimates on the amount of work it
would require to implement it, the reverse way was canceled from the project. Except for
some initial tests, tcAccess has therefore never been implemented. TcVision however was
both used for the initial migration of all relevant data and for real time synchronization of
changes performed by the services running on the mainframe. To accomplish this, tcVision
created its own data model on the DB2 database representing the IDMS data model
translated to SQL. Obviously, this data model was not very optimized, but nonetheless
practical to use. For the unique keys of the records, tcVision assigned each record an
integer called DBKEY. The higher this key, the more recent this record was added. This
hence provided a way to determine the order in which records were added to a set,
something that can not be expressed directly in SQL.
After this first step, new tables were hence created on the DB2 database, containing
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Figure 3.15: IDMS to DB2 synchronization

all relevant information from the mainframe. Upon every change happening to the data
in the mainframe, automatically they were updated in real time.

3.3.6

DB2/MSSQL Synchronization

Both the IBM DB2 and Microsoft SQL Database offer means to synchronize data to other
modern relational databases. This can be done both natively as with the help of extra
replication software like IBM WebSphere Integrator for DB2. Before selecting the most
suitable technology, requirements and resulting design decisions needed to be given some
thoughts in advance.
First of all, the technology had to be bidirectional. In the earliest stage the data
flow would only go from the Dutch site to the Belgian one, but later on it would also
become important to migrate and synchronize the data in the opposite direction. To
avoid unpleasant surprises, this needed to be taken into account already. This initial
research had go further than simply checking whether the technology supported MSSQL
to DB2 synchronization, as evidently the solution that needed to be developed should
also be practical to use. Performance and maintainability were big issues here, as the
synchronization needed to happen between separated sites governed by different parties.
Secondly, It was decided to choose daily scheduled synchronization over real-time
synchronization. This had the major drawback that there would be a discrepancy between
the two databases for a day, but overall it was decided that this would outweigh the
extra work and overhead needed to do real-time synchronization. This decision should
also be seen in the light of how the database was organized at the Belgian site. This
is simplified here in the report as a single database. In reality, it actually consisted of
three separate databases. One databases was used as a data warehouse for all historical
data and contained all records and values that ever existed. With this database it was
possible to rollback to any moment in the past. For this project however it is less relevant.
The second database was used to contain all live data, meaning that all services actually
worked on this data set and all changes would be written there. Finally, the third database
was a snapshot of the data the live database contained at the end of the day. It was only
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this database that was synchronized with the Dutch side, making the decision to go for
scheduled synchronization quite logical. A problem might arise with this approach when
both at the Dutch and the Belgian side the same record would have been modified at
the same time. Initially, this could not happen, as each side only maintained their own
respective data sets. As in the future however, this might change, the possibility to select
the Authoritative Sources should already be envisioned.
Eventually, it was decided to build a module on MSSQL that could offer these features.
This module was called SyncDB2 and was developed by a third party. My role in this
was hence limited to helping to specify the requirements for this module. SyncDB2 was
based on the principle of linked server configurations, which make it possible for MSSQL
to execute commands on OLEDB data sources. Object Linking and Embedding Database
(OLEDB) is an API developed by Microsoft to offer a uniform and high-level interface to
access different types of data. This interface could then be used by the SyncDB2 module
to develop the required logics independent from how DB2 worked. While DB2 natively
does not speak OLEDB, it does come with an Open Database Connectivity (ODBC)
driver for which adaptors exist for OLEDB. Over the line, ODBC was hence spoken,
while this was translated back and forth to OLEDB on the MSSQL system.

Figure 3.16: DB2 to MSSQL synchronization

Similar to the synchronization between IDMS and DB2, the synchronization between
MSSQL and DB2 required a suitable data model to be present on the latter database. At
first glance, the most obvious choice would be to use the same data model for both. In
practice however, this was not a good idea. For one, it would require a lot of logics in
the SyncDB2 module. The module would become complex, hard to maintain and every
time the synchronization starts it would require many resources. Even worse, once the
DB2 database would be connected to the IAM solution in step four, to transform the data
to suit the data model in the meta-directory, the same complex logics would need to be
implemented on that side too. To avoid having to implement the same transformations
twice, a mechanism therefore needed to be designed on the DB2 database itself, which
could transform the data from the IDMS data model into a new intermediate data model.
This data model should be chosen such that synchronizing data with the IAM and MSSQL
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data models would be as less of a burden as possible, shifting most complexity to the
synchronization with the IDMS data model, locally on the database. In practice, to limit
the time needed to develop such a new intermediate data model, the exact same data
model as the one on the MSSQL database was chosen. This limited the logics in the
SyncDB2 to bidirectional one-to-one mappings, which allowed more time to develop more
extensive error checking and reporting mechanisms in the module.
As both DB2 and MSSQL are modern SQL Database Management Systems, copying a
data model from on system to the other is not much of a hassle. Both databases use tables
consisting of fields with identical data types to store data. MSSQL however contained
one data type that was different on the DB2 database, the UNIQUEID type. This data
type was used to give a record a unique identifier and consisted of a string of thirty-six
characters. DB2, on the other hand, used a long integer for this. While it would be
easy to build some sort of hash function that could map a long integer into a unique
string of thirty-six characters, this would give rise to a second problem, while the chance
of it happening would be very minimal as the range of the key space is quite immense,
this scenario does not exclude the possibility that one of the long integers is converted
to a UNIQUEID that was already assigned to another record. One could implement
tricks, such as collision detection mechanisms, but this would make the simple operation
of adding a new record undesirably complex.
To make sure that records that were added to the data model on the DB2 database
contained a valid MSSQL unique identifier, a solution was devised to fetch this value from
the MSSQL database itself. It consisted of creating the following view on the MSSQL
database:
GenNewID View
SELECT CAST ( NEWID () AS varchar (36)) AS newID

In this GenN ewID view, the internal procedure ”NEWID()” is called, creating a new
unique identifier, which is casted to a string of thirty-six characters, called newID.
Secondly, on the DB2 database, a new nickname was created in the ADMIN name
space, pointing to the GenN ewID view on the MSSQL database and renaming the newID
field to uniqueIdentif ier. Creating a unique identifier now becomes quite easy as the
following SQL code illustrates:
Put a unique identifier in the V ar ID variable
SET Var_ID = ( SELECT GENERATOR . U N I Q U E I D E N T I F I E R FROM ADMIN . GENNEWID AS GENERATOR );

From the nickname GEN N EW ID, the U N IQU EIDEN T IF IER field is selected
and the result assigned to the V ar ID variable.
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3.3.7

Data model Transformation

Step one and two resulted in a DB2 database consisting of two separate data models that
are synchronized with the IDMS mainframe and Belgian MSSQL database respectively.
In this section we will refer to them as the IDMS data model and the Belgian data model,
even though technically both data models actually resided on a single SQL database
located in the Netherlands. In the third step a method was developed to make it possible
to share data between these two data models, making the merger of the Dutch and Belgian
data complete. In the first two steps, the focus was on how to connect two systems. As
in this step both data models reside on one and the same database, there was no such
concern here. Even though they contain roughly the same information, as both data
models were completely separately developed and one of them was actually a converted
CODASYL data model, both data models differed quite a lot from each other however. In
this step, the focus was hence shifted to data transformations, which proved to be quite
a lot of work.

Figure 3.17: A representation of a data model transformation

The first thing that needed to be found was a suitable mechanism to achieve the desired
goal of automated data transformations. The technology that was considered promising
for this were DB2 triggers, a mechanism that is present on most modern relational DBMS
all be it in slightly different forms. A trigger is an SQL procedure that belongs to a
table in a database and that is executed when a certain event happens. This event needs
to be specified in the definition of the trigger and can be an insert, update or deletion
statement performed on the table. The definition of a trigger furthermore also defines
when the procedure should be executed. On DB2 this can be before or after the triggering
statement.
An insert, update or deletion statement can influence one or more rows at the same
time. For triggers it is therefore necessary to define whether the procedure should be
executed once or for each modified row separately. Finally, the definition of a trigger can
also include references, which make it possible to access the rows that are changed from
within the trigger. A reference can either contain all the rows that are changed in the
form of a sub-table or contain a single row. Furthermore, a reference can refer to the
values before or after the execution of the trigger and triggering statement. Obviously,
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insert triggers can never reference to rows from before the execution nor delete triggers to
rows from after the execution as these can never be available. To illustrate the concept
of a database trigger, let us look at an example definition:
Definition of an example trigger
CREATE TRIGGER " E N R O L L M E N T _ I N S E R T _ T R I G G E R "
BEFORE UPDATE ON Enrollment
REFERENCE NEW ROW AS newEnrollment , OLD ROW AS oldEnrollment
FOR EACH ROW
IF ( oldEnrollment . someColumn <> newEnrollment . someColumn )
THEN
UPDATE statsTable AS stats
SET stats . s o m e C o l u m n M o d i f i c a t i o n s = stats . s o m e C o l u m n M o d i f i c a t i o n s + 1
WHERE stats . EnrollmentID = oldEnrollment . ID ;
END IF ;
END IF ;

This exemplary trigger will be executed before any update on the Enrollment table.
For each modified row, it will compare the old value of the someColumn column with the
new one. If they are not equal, the value of the someColumnModifications column in a
separate statsTable table will be increased. The code hence demonstrates how a database
trigger can be used to easily implement counters for modifications on columns.
The mapping between the (converted) IDMS data model and the Belgian data model
was not completely one-to-one however. Especially the Belgian data model contained
some information that was not present in IDMS. When tables contained an extra column
with information that was not present in IDMS for instance, choices needed to be made
whether to leave it blank, fill in a standard value or derive the value somehow from other
information.
The Belgian data model also contained tables that were not present on the IDMS data
model. Most notably there was the logging table, that contained a row for every insert,
update or delete on a table with identity information. As this table was also needed
by the previously mentioned SyncDB2 script, the correct implementation of a logging
mechanism to record all modifications originating from the IDMS mainframe became an
important part of this step too.
To implement the logging mechanism, database triggers were also used. On every
table from the Belgian data model on the DB2 database, both an insert and update
trigger were added. A deletion trigger was not necessary, as the Belgian database never
deleted any row. When a row was not used anymore, a special status column was updated
in stead. All deletions of rows on the IDMS hence needed to be translated to updates of
this column on the Belgian data model. As a consequence, deletions of these rows can
never occur on the intermediate database either and no such trigger is therefore required.
The triggered procedures contained SQL code inserting a new row in the logging table,
containing a unique ID, the static user ID of the IDMS user, the ID of the table that was
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modified, the ID of the record that was modified, a timestamp, an ID representing the
operation that was performed and a zero value used by the SyncDB2 script.
One problem with this logging mechanism remained however, as both the logging
table and the tables containing identity information needed to be synchronized with their
Belgian counterparts. In practice, this would mean that when a row is modified, two
operations would be synchronized to the intermediate database: the operation itself and
a new entry in the logging table. Once the row is added to the intermediate database
however, the trigger would also be activated adding another row to the logging table. In
other words, the logging table would contain two times the same operation this way. The
problem was solved by putting the logging triggers in another database schema as the
user the syncDB2 script runs as. Any operation performed by this user would hence run
in a different scheme than the trigger, making this trigger invisible for it and unexecuted.
Apart from this log, some tables containing static data were added too. As in principle
their contents never changed, they were not synchronized but manually added to the
database in stead. An example of such a table was a table consisting of country codes.
The main part of this step consisted of creating triggers responsible for transforming
data from the IDMS to the Belgian data model however. While in the original plans it
would also be necessary to transform data the other way around, as the project processed
this part was omitted. As we saw previously, plans to synchronize the DB2 database back
to IDMS were abandoned, making this reverse transformation no longer necessary.
By placing the triggers on the tables from the IDMS data model on the DB2 database,
all operations from TCVision could be captured. These were either inserts of new rows,
updates of certain columns of one or more rows in a table or deletions of rows. It was
however not necessary to create each of these three kinds of triggers for every table.
Basically, we could divide the tables on the IDMS data model in three types. Tables
containing the necessary data to create new rows on the Belgian data model, those that
do not and tables representing many-to-many relations. The tables that could create new
rows evidently needed all three kinds of triggers. When a row is inserted, a triggered
procedure had to be present adding one or more new records to the Belgian data model.
When an update on this table is detected, the procedure should update the rows affected
and upon a deletion, the procedure should automatically remove the corresponding rows.
This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 3.18, where the insertion of a CHILD row ensures
that the required columns c and d are present, making it possible to insert a new row in
the BOTH table, containing data from both the CHILD and the PARENT table. When
a column in CHILD is updated, the corresponding column in BOTH needs to be updated
and if a CHILD row is deleted, the corresponding row in the BOTH table needs to be
removed.
The PARENT table in figure 3.18 is from the second type however. Therefore it still
requires an update trigger to be able to update its corresponding columns in the BOTH
table, for insert and deletion triggers this is no longer necessary. Whenever a new row
is inserted in the PARENT table, there will not be enough data available to create a
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Figure 3.18: Example transformation from the IDMS to the Belgian data model

new row in the BOTH table. In this case, there is hence no need for an insert trigger.
As, due to the way IDMS works, a parent record can not be removed before all its child
records are delete too, a deletion in the PARENT table will always be preceded by one or
more deletions in the CHILD table. As the deletion trigger in the CHILD table already
remove the corresponding rows in the BOTH table, a deletion trigger on the PARENT
table becomes unnecessary.
In Section 3.3.5 we saw that in CODASYL one-to-many relationships between records
are expressed with sets. On IDMS it is also possible to express many-to-many relationships
between records by making both of them parent of a set containing the same single child
record. This child record will not be given any attributes, but is purely used to express
this relationship. Figure 3.19 shows how this looks like converted to a relational data
model.

Figure 3.19: Many-to-many relationship in IDMS

Tables that express these many-to-many relationships evidently do not need update
triggers, as they have no columns that can change. For insert and delete triggers, things
get a bit complicated though, as their use actually depended on different factors. If
there is a table in the Belgian data model that requires data from both parent tables, an
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addition of either one of the parent tables would not be sufficient to add a new row to
this table. Hence, only when a row expressing the many-to-many relationship between
the two parent tables is added, such a row in the Belgian data model can be added, using
the values in the columns of both parent tables. This is not the only possible scenario
however. If one or both the parent tables do have sufficient data to create new rows on
the Belgian data model, the insertion of a child row could also result in an update of
certain columns of these new rows or even nothing at all. Basically, there was no general
rule here, and it required careful study of the semantics of the data to actually decide
whether an insert or deletion trigger was required and if so, what it actually needed to
do. Sometimes this resulted in very complex triggered procedures that actually need to
search the database for other connected rows and perform calculations with these.
As triggered procedures could become very complicated, luckily there were some methods available that could greatly reduce their complexity and improve their maintainability.
First of all, there were database views, which can be considered virtual tables that are
not physically present in the database, but are actually created by performing an SQL
query on multiple other tables.
A database view
CREATE view COUNTRY_VIEW AS
SELECT
LVH . ID , LVH . CODE_IDMS , LVH . CODE , L . LANDID FROM C _ L A N D V A N H E R K O M S T AS LVH
LEFT OUTER JOIN
C_LAND AS L
ON UPPER ( LVH . CODE ) = UPPER ( L . CODE )

This view will create a virtual table with the ID, CODE IDMS, CODE and LANDID
columns from the C LANDVANHERKOMST table and all columns from the LAND
table. The rows it will contain will be the combinations of C LANDVANHERKOMST
and C LAND rows of which the ID column contains the same value. Views are very
handy when some triggered procedures need to work with the combination of multiple
tables. A view could greatly reduce the complexity of the SQL code in the procedure by
representing the multiple tables as one single table. Another use of a view is to create
a subset of a large existing table. When a triggered procedure for instance only needs
to work with those rows in a table of which the values in some of their columns satisfy
certain parameters, it makes sense to create a view in which these particular rows are
selected.
While views simplify operations on tables, stored procedures can be used to replace
other complex parts of the triggered procedure. They are similar to procedures in other
programming languages, requiring zero or more parameters and possibly returning a value.
Previously we saw that all logging triggers were required to add records to a certain log
table. As all these triggers basically needed to do the same operation, they were greatly
simplified by defining a new stored procedure ADD LOG RECORD, which contained all
necessary SQL code for adding these records.
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An example of a stored procedure, adding a record to the log
CREATE PROCEDURE ADMIN . ADD_LOG _RECORD (
IN In_ Gebruik erID VARCHAR (36) ,
IN In_TabelID VARCHAR (36) ,
IN In_RecordID VARCHAR (36) ,
IN In_LogTypeID VARCHAR (36))
P1 : BEGIN
DECLARE Var_TS TIMESTAMP ;
DECLARE Var_ID VARCHAR (36);
SET Var_TS = current timestamp ;
SET Var_ID = ( SELECT GENERATOR . U N I Q U E I D E N T I F I E R FROM ADMIN . GENNEWID AS GENERATOR );
INSERT INTO LOG ( LOGID , GEBRUIKERID , TABELID , RECORDID , MUTATIEDATUM , LOGTYPEID , CHECKEDOUT )
VALUES ( Var_ID , In_GebruikerID , In_TabelID , In_RecordID , Var_TS , In_LogTypeID , 0);
END P1

Another frequent use for stored procedures was to use them to convert data formats.
On IDMS a date was for instance stored as an eight digit integer. The Belgian data
model on the other hand required its own specific data type for dates. Frequently, it was
therefore required to transform an integer to this specific date format.
The third and final method to reduce the complexity of the triggered procedures was
the use of meta tables. These were tables that did not contain any identity information,
but which were created with the sole purpose of simplifying the data transformations. An
example group of these kinds of tables were the mapping tables. For every table in the
Belgian data model, a corresponding mapping table was created. This table consisted of
one column containing all keys of these tables and one or more columns containing all
keys from rows in the IDMS datamodel of which data was used to fill in the record. Apart
for greatly simplifying triggered procedures, this could also be used as a handy control
mechanism.
Fragment of an insert trigger, in which a mapping table is used to quickly retrieve the Belgian key of the parent row
SET Var_Bel gianKey = (
SELECT SOMEMAP . BELGIANKEY
WHERE SOMEMAP . IDMSKEY = newInse rtedRow . I D M S K E Y _ O F _ P A R E N T
);

3.3.8

IAM Integration

As already mentioned in the introduction to this report, I was not personally involved
with the integration of the described solution with the rest of the IAM architecture. Given
the role Identity and Access Management plays in this project however, some background
information will be provided here to give some insight on how IAM can currently be
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realized in practice. This will also be taken as an opportunity to give some real-life
examples of the concepts discussed previously in this chapter.

Figure 3.20: Integrating the DB2 server with the IAM architecture

The technology that was chosen to build the IAM architecture upon was Novell’s
Identity Manager (IDM), a product formerly known as DirXML. In Novell’s terminology,
the heart of the architecture is the Identity Store, which consists of an optimized
eDirectory LDAP directory functioning as a meta-directory.
Connected with the Identity Store are numerous data stores, of which some function
as Authoritative Sources, on top of which services can be implemented. The intermediate
DB2 database developed in the previous steps will function as one of these.
The real strength of Novell’s Identity Manager lies in the drivers one can develop for
it. Their role is to connect the Identity Store with the data stores, hereby providing
provisioning, data integration, logging, identity management and access management
services. In general, these bidirectional drivers both run on the Identity Store and
the targeted systems. To develop custom drivers, Novell created their own integrated
development environment called Designer for Identity Manager.
All data that the Identity Manager driver synchronizes between the two connected
systems is first converted to XML and then send over in this format. This solves many
issues related to data transformations and conversions, as all information, be it from
a database or a directory, will be presented in the same way. Data type conversions,
for instance, become very easy this way, as all values will be presented as strings inside
XML tags. Another advantage of this conversion to XML is the fact that the logics in
the drivers can be kept consistent. Many common operations are pre-made available in
Identity Manager or can be reused for other systems. Furthermore, Identity Manager
also supports XPATH, such that complex operations on the intermediate XML data are
supported.
Let us illustrate now how Novell’s IAM solution works in practice by looking how
bidirectional synchronization between our DB2 database and the Identity Store can be
achieved. In figure 3.21 part of the data model on the database can be seen.
Four tables can be distinguished here: Enrollment, AccessRole, SubscriptionMapping
and Subscription. Each of these tables consist of multiple columns, of which one functions
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Figure 3.21: Data model on the database

as the unique key for the records it contains. While in SQL, this key can be a combination
of multiple columns, due to limited support by the drivers, it had to be kept a single value
here. The records form relations with each other by referring to each others keys. An
enrollment record for example contains the unique key of the single AccessRole record it
is connected to in its AccessRoleCode column. Roughly, the idea is that an AccessRole
is a service that a customer can buy. The Enrollment is the actual service bought by a
customer and hence only valid during the period defined in the BeginDate and EndDate
columns. Subscriptions on the other hand are the actual products sold to customers and
consist of multiple bundled services. As Subscriptions consist of multiple AccessRoles
and a single AccessRole can be part of multiple Subscriptions, this is a many-to-many
relationship. Due to the fact that the columns of SQL databases can only contain single
values, this has to be represented with the extra SubscriptionMapping table containing
both AccessRole and Subscription keys.
Figure 3.22 represents the same data in the Identity Store.
While the data in relational databases is stored in flat tables, directories use treelike structures of Organizational Units (OU). For synchronizing this data, this does not
make such a big difference, as the only thing that needs to be set in the driver are the
mappings between the tables and the respective OU’s they need to synchronize with.
For Enrollments, AccessRoles and Subscriptions this is straight forward. Enrollments are
mapped to the enrollments OU, AccessRoles to the accessRoleMap OU and Subscriptions
to the SubscriptionMap OU. Directories however do support multi-valued attributes, and
make it hence possible to represent many-to-many relationships. For our synchronization,
this means that the SubscriptionMapping table will not need an equivalent in the directory
and is replaced by the multivalued objAccessRoles attribute of the objAccessRoleMapping
objects in the SubscriptionMap OU. These operations are all supported by the Identity
Management drivers.
Figure 3.22 also shows objUser objects, which strangely do not have an equivalent in
the relational database. Here, the real strength of the drivers can be seen, as these objects
are actually created inside the drivers themselves, based on the value in the NumOfUsers
attribute of an Enrollment that is added. When customers enroll to services, they have
to specify how many users they want to create that can use the service. By automatically
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Figure 3.22: Directory structure on the Identity Store

creating these users in the metadirectory, they can instantly be provisioned to other
systems too, hence making it possible to instantly offer all services to customers the
moment they are registered.

3.3.9

Conclusion

At the end of the four steps described above, both the IDMS mainframe and the Belgian
MSSQL were able to synchronize their data with the Identity and Access Management
solution implemented at the company. As previously mentioned, it was originally planned
to synchronize data back to the mainframe too. Later on, for practical reasons, this was
omitted. During and after this project, all services previously build upon the mainframe
were migrated to (web)-applications running on top of the systems directly connected to
the IAM solution. As soon as these services were completely migrated, the mainframe no
longer had any function in the organization and was hence removed. During the project
a lot of custom logic had to be implemented to transform data, in the end, the final
architecture hence became quite elegant. Basically, all tables in the IDMS data model on
the intermediate database became unnecessary and all the complex data transformation
triggers hence lost their function too.
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Chapter 4
Building a secure Web Application
This chapter has an identical structure as the previous one. Similarly, it will be divided
into three sections: Section 4.1 briefly describes the project, section 4.2 provides a
technical description and section 4.3 focusses on the implementation of the project.
The database migration project described in the previous chapter can be seen as a
small part of a much larger Identity and Access Management (IAM) solution. In this
chapter, a follow up project will be described that can be considered as something built
on top of the existing IAM infrastructure. By using the functionality offered by IAM,
the secure Web Application is tightly integrated with the architecture. Nonetheless, the
project can be seen as an independent unit on its own. The focus in this chapter will
consequently vary from the previous one. In stead of research, a more practical approach
is chosen by giving a technical overview consisting of descriptions of all technologies and
products encountered and studied during the course of the project.

4.1

Project Description

The company, where I worked on this project, offers their customers a wide range of
services over the Internet. Each customer is provided a user id and password which they
can use to log into the company’s web portal, to access these services.
However, in certain situations it is possible that users are unable to login to this portal.
Customers who have not settled certain payments or made too many failed attempts to
login before, will be locked out for instance. Nevertheless it has been noted that most of
the time, users are unable to log in, simply because they forgot their password. Therefore,
to reduce the load on the help desk staff, an automated means was requested to help those
who forgot their password.
The idea was therefore to extend the portal with a Web Application offering customers
the necessary functionality to safely reset their passwords by themselves at any time. The
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mechanism that was chosen for this task is called ”Challenge Response”. It works by
giving the customer a question where only he is supposed to know the answer for. An
example would be to ask the user his favorite soccer player. If the answer is right, a means
is then provided to make the user change his password. The company also wanted the
Web Application to block customers that have failed to answer the question more than
three times. Additionally, the ”Challenge Response” mechanism also required another
Web Application to be built too. This second application should make it possible for
users, while logged in, to set their questions and secret answers.

4.2

Technical Overview

This section describes certain key technologies and products used during this project. The
aim is to provide the necessary background knowledge needed later for the third part of
this chapter, in which the role they played in the project will also be made clear.

4.2.1

Java EE

Java EE, formerly known as J2EE, stands for Java Platform Enterprize Edition. It
is a programming platform, part of the Java Platform, that provides a componentbased approach to the design, development, assembly and deployment of enterprize
applications[28].
A platform is a general term for a framework, which can be both hardware or software,
that is used to run programs on. While the Java Platform does indeed includes a Virtual
Machine, a program to run Java applications on, it is more than just that. For instance,
it also includes a plethora of development tools, most notably a Java compiler. The
main differences between the multiple versions of the Java Platform are however the Java
programming libraries that are included with them. In the documentation of a Java
Platform, some ideas on how applications built on it should look like and behave are also
included. These programming models, which are often based on the technologies that are
part of the included libraries, can also be considered part of the platform.
Java EE offers a distributed multi-tiered application model. The application logic of
enterprize applications developed in Java EE is hence divided into components according
to their function. The model is also considered distributed as different tiers might run on
different machines.
Let us illustrate these concepts with a real-life example of a web-shop. The entire
web-shop can be seen as a single enterprize application containing multiple tiers. This
can be clarified by mapping it unto the Java EE Multi-tiered Application as presented
in Figure 2.1. Firstly, the application consists of the Client Tier which possibly contains
dynamic HTML pages, JavaScript or Applets. This tier contains everything that runs or
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Figure 4.1: The Java EE Multi-tiered Application Model

is stored locally on the systems of the visitors when they go to the web-shop. Secondly,
there is the Web Tier, which generates the content that is sent over from the webserver of
the web-shop to the systems of the visitors. Thirdly, there is the Business Tier, containing
all the application’s business logic. Most of the time this tier is also run on the webserver.
Finally there is the Enterprize Information System (EIS) Tier, which is the encompassing
name for all databases and legacy systems running on the back end.
Apart from this distributed multi-tiered application model, Java EE also offers reusable
components, a unified security model, flexible transaction control and integrated data
exchange based on XML. These concepts are implemented in the Java EE standard under
a number of key technologies. Amongst these, JavaServer Pages (JSP) and Enterprize
Java Beans (EJB) specifically played an important role in this project.
4.2.1.1

JavaServer Pages (JSP)

JSP is a technology which makes it possible to dynamically generate HTML and XML
from the (web)server side. To do this, it makes use of special configuration files containing
codes specific to JSP. The contents of a JSP can be categorized into five groups. Only
three of these groups played an important part in the project and will be described in
detail. Small samples from the actual source code will be provided in these descriptions
to make things clearer. The two remaining groups are only briefly examined.
• Static data
This is pure HTML or XML data that remains static. While HTML or XML pages
are generated from JSP configuration files, when static data is encountered, this will
simply be copied verbatim to the output.
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Standard HTML as a static part of a JSP page
<! DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC " -// W3C // DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional // EN " >
< HTML >
< HEAD >
< title > Wachtwoord Vergeten </ title >
< META http - equiv = " Content - Type " content = " text / html ; charset = utf -8 " >

• JSP directives
From a technical point of view, JSP pages can be seen as a high-level abstraction
of servlets, which are simply more readable and practical to use. This can be
interpreted quite literally. Upon compilation, a JSP page is actually transformed
into a servlet. JSP directives specify and control how this servlet is created from
the JSP page. With JSP directives it is possible to tell which page should be shown
when an error occurs, to specify the content type, to say which Java libraries should
be imported, etc.
JSP directive that inserts some Java libraries
<% @page language = " java "
import = " com . vis . ejbs .* ,
javax . naming .* ,
javax . rmi . PortableRemoteObject ,
javax . servlet . http . HttpSession "
%>

• JSP scripting elements
JSP scripting elements are pieces of Java code that are inserted into JSP pages.
Due to the presence of control structures in this language, JSP scripting elements
can be seen as the part of the JSP page that controls the content that has to be
generated. It is also possible to make a scripting element print a variable to the
output, to make calculations and to do countless other tasks typical for scripting
languages.
Scripting elements have access to explicit scripting objects. These are abstractions
of things like the HTTP session, request and response, the servlet configuration,
etc. They provide a very handy means for the programmer to gain access to the
information that is held in them.
A JSP scripting element that gets the state parameter from the HTTP request and processes it
<%
int check = Integer . parseInt ( request . getParameter ( " state " ));
int beanstate = bean . getState ();
if ( check != bean . getState ()) restartBean ( session );
%>
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• JSP actions
JSP actions are XML tags that can invoke certain functionality from the web-server
itself. It could for example forward a request to another page.
• JSP tag libraries
While JSP actions are all predefined tags, JSP also offers the possibility for
developers to add their own JSP XML tags for custom actions. This is done by using
the JSP Tag Extension API. Currently, multiple JSP tag libraries exist, designed
to aid in numerous tasks, ranging from internationalization to accessing LDAP
directories.

4.2.1.2

Enterprize Java Beans (EJB)

Written in the Java language, an Enterprize Java Bean is a server-side component
that encapsulates the business-logic of an application[28]. They run inside a runtimeenvironment, which is called an EJB Container, on an application server. In our previous
example of a web-shop, EJB’s would be part of the Business-Tier, incorporating the
logistics necessary to communicate with the databases and legacy systems for example.
The use of EJBs has some major advantages. First of all, it takes away some of the
responsibilities of the developer, like transaction management and security authentication,
as these are taken care of by the EJB Container. A second benefit is the clean separation
it offers between business logics and presentation. Everything that has to do with the
look, feel or language of an application is supposed to be kept outside the Bean. Finally,
as they are portable components, EJBs substantially improve the reusability of the code.
Once an EJB has been developed to do a certain task, it can easily be built into other
applications that need the same functionality.
Currently there are four categories of EJBs: Stateless and Stateful Session Beans,
Entity Beans and Message Driven Beans. Only Session Beans played a role in this project.
• Session Beans
A Session Bean is a JAVA object that corresponds with a single session on the
application server. Hence, for every session of every user that goes to a webpage
which uses a Session Bean, a single entity of this EJB will be alive on the application
server.
As a result, one of the properties of Session Beans is that they ca not be shared
between different sessions. A second property is that they are non-persistent,
meaning that once a user session ends, all associated Session Beans will be
terminated.
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Accessing a Session Bean through its methods in a JSP
else if ( bean . hasFailed ()){
if ( bean . getErrorMsg () == WwvConstants . L O C A L _ S E R V E R _ E R R O R ){
%>
< font color = " red " >
De dienst is momenteel niet beschikbaar
<br >
<br >
</ font >
<%
}
}

Depending on whether the application is two or three tier, either the Client Tier
or the Web Tier can use Session Beans as objects in Java. After instantiation, the
session bean can be accessed like a regular object by invoking its methods.
• Stateless or Stateful
The difference between Stateless and Stateful Session Beans is that the former does
not maintain state between method calls. In other words, when a method of a
Stateless Session Bean is called, the bean might use variables and objects, but once
the method has finished, it will not be possible to store them in the bean. Typically,
the use of Stateless Session Beans therefore looks like this:
message = bean . g e t C u s t o m e r T i m e s U s e d (
userDN ,
pass ,
ldapHost ,
389 ,
false ,
trustStore ,
" cn = testuser2 , " + baseDN
);
%>
<p >
Hoe vaak een klant ( testuser2 ) vd functie gebruik heeft gemaakt :
<%= message % > .
</p >
<%

All information that is used to make a connection to a server (ldapHost, the port
number, etc.) must be provided every time a method like this is called, as a
connection to the server, being an object in Java, can not be maintained between
different calls.
A Statefull Session Bean on the other hand can maintain state. If in the above
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source code example a Statefull Bean was used, this would typically look more like
this:
bean . mak eConnec tion ( ldapHost ,389 , false , trustStore );
bean . se tA u th en ti c at e ( userDN , pass );
message = bean . g e t C u s t o m e r T i m e s U s e d ( " cn = testuser2 " );
%>
<p >
Hoe vaak een klant ( testuser2 ) vd functie gebruik heeft gemaakt :
<%= message % > .
</p >
<%

If similar methods like GetCustomerTimesUsed are used afterwards, it will not be
necessary to make a new connection and authentication in this case, as these can
be maintained inside the bean.
While it seems that there is no reason to prefer Stateless over Stateful Session beans,
one important advantage of the former is the fact that they are much more lightweight than their Stateful counterparts. The use of Stateless Session Beans is hence
in many cases much more performant and might improve scalability.

4.2.2

Rational Application Developer

Rational Application Developer (RAD) is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
made by IBM. On its release in 2001, it was known as WebSphere Studio Application
Developer (WSAD) and considered the successor of both WebSphere Studio (used for
HTML development) and VisualAge for Java. Since 2004 the product was rebranded as
RAD[29], reflecting IBM’s strategy to bundle all web development tools under the name
Rational.
RAD is built as a bundle of plug-ins that sit on top of the Open-Source development
framework known as Eclipse. Because of this, it is compatible with numerous third-party
products that exist for this platform.
The IDE is used to visually design, construct, test and deploy Web Services, portals
and Java EE applications. To help developers with these tasks, a plethora of tools are
available inside the IDE. Some of these are inherited from Eclipse, like syntax highlighting,
auto-completion and debugging, while others are added by the RAD plug-in itself. Among
the additions that proved exceptionally valuable were the XML/HTML syntax checker
and the integrated test Web Server, which emulates a Rational Application Server 6.0
running on localhost.
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Figure 4.2: The Rational Application Developer IDE

4.2.3

Portlets

Portlets are user interface components that are specifically designed to be easily plugged
into web portals. Like the better known Servlets in Java, they both contain functionality
and produce fragments of markup code for content generation. Usually, Portlets running
in a portal follow the desktop metaphor. Hence, a webpage of a portal typically looks like
a group of windows, each containing a single Portlet, which can be minimized, maximized
or sometimes even moved.
It is the webportal itself that manages and displays the Portlets that run on it. Because
of this, the look-and-feel of these Portlets is defined by the configuration of this portal.
Configuring a portal on the other hand is usually done by using certain configuration
Portlets. Evidently the use of these Portlets is usually restricted only to the administrators
of the web portal.
Apart from configuration, Portlets can offer all kinds of functionality, ranging from
login mechanisms to clocks, message-boards and even Google search boxes.
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Figure 4.3: The sample Novell eXtend portal running some typical Portlets

4.2.4

LDAP

LDAP has already been discussed in the previous chapter, where it was introduced as the
current standard in directory services technologies. As LDAP also played a role in this
project, we will revisit this topic here, but this time with a different focus. While in the
previous chapter our discussion remained very theoretical, in this section we will look at
LDAP from a more practical side.

Figure 4.4: An example LDAP Directory tree
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LDAP directories are, as already mentioned and which can be seen in Figure 4.4,
hierarchical tree-like directories. Depending on what is preferred or best suited, this
hierarchy often reflects various organizational, geographical and/or political boundaries.
With the advent of the Internet, nowadays, most of the time the objects in the topmost
levels are structured using the Domain Name System (DNS), while deeper inside the
directory entries exist that represent users, documents, printers, etc. To illustrate this
with an example, take an LDAP server of a company that owns the domain name
somecompany.nl. Most of the time they would name the topmost level of their LDAP
hierarchy tree ”c=nl”, while the underlying level would add ”o=somecompany” to this. In
turn, a printer that might exist as an object in the LDAP directory could have the unique
Distinguished Name (DN) ”cn=printer,o=somecompany,c=nl” and a certain employee
might be identified as ”cn=Tom,ou=manager,o=somecompany,c=nl”. The Relative
Distinguished Names (RDN) are here specified with ”cn=printer” and ”cn=Tom”, they
uniquely identify the objects in their respective branches of the directory tree.

Figure 4.5: Directory Entries in LDAP

Besides objects, LDAP also knows the concept of attributes. These are named fields
of a certain data type that are attached to objects and that can or must hold certain
values. Which attributes an object exactly has is defined by the Object Class of the
object. Usually an object contains multiple Object Classes, each adding their own
attributes to the object. Looking at our previous example of an LDAP directory, one
could assume that Printer and User are two Object Classes that are present. Both of these
Object Classes contain typical attributes. A User Object Class for example could have
”name”, ”department” and ”birthday” as its attributes, while a Printer might contain
”paper size”, ”manufacturer”, etc. Now if the LDAP object we previously identified as
”cn=printer,o=somecompany,c=nl” has Printer as its Object Class, this would mean that
this object would contain these attributes too and values could be assigned to them.
In the previous chapter, we briefly described the schema of a directory service as
something that governs the different objects and attributes a directory contains. Its
flexibility was considered one of the advantages of directory services. While it also includes
various other information controlling directory entries, when one takes a closer look at
schema’s, two major distinct functions can be identified. First of all, the schema defines
the attribute types directory entries can contain. This definition includes the syntax and
type of the value that the attribute can contain, whether the attribute is single-valued
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or multi-valued, whether it is case-sensitive or not, etc. An ”e-mail” attribute might for
example be specified as a single-valued case-insensitive string, a ”picture” attribute as
a single-valued JPEG/JFIF binary and a ”departmentMembers” attribute as a multivalued case-sensitive DN of other directory entries. Secondly, the schema also defines
object classes. All attributes an object class can contain, and whether they must always
contain a value or might remain empty, is hence also specified in the schema.
The operations that are part of the LDAP protocol can best be described using a
sample from the source of one of the web applications:
LDAP operations in Java
LDAP Connecti on lc ;
lc = new LDA PConnect ion ();
lc . connect ( ldapHost , ldapPort );
lc . bind ( LDAP Connecti on . LDAP_V3 , wwvUserDN , wwvUserPass . getBytes ( " UTF8 " ));
String [] Attributes = { " gaStatus " };
LDAPEntry user = lc . read ( usernameDN , Attributes );
String status = user . getAttribute ( " gaStatus " ). getSt ringValu e ();
lc . modify (
usernameDN ,
new L D A P M o d i f i c a t i o n (
L D A P M o d i f i c a t i on . REPLACE ,
new LDAPAttribute ( WwvConstants . NUM_OF_TRIES_COUNTER , String . valueOf ( tries ))
)
);
lc . disconnect ();

This code shows how a Java object that represents an LDAP connection is created.
A connection is first made to an LDAP server on the port referred to in the ldapPort
variable. A bind is then performed which authenticates the user as the one referred to by
the distinguished name in the wwvUserDN variable. A user who logs into an LDAP server
hence always has to be represented by an object in it. As a result, each LDAP server will
always contain at least one element: the administrator user. The ”gaStatus” attribute of
the object referred to by the DN in usernameDN is then read and put in the status string.
The code also demonstrates how to modify an attribute of this LDAP object in the next
line. Finally, ”lc.disconnect()” unbinds and disconnects the LDAP connection.

4.2.5

Novell

The American high-tech company Novell, which was founded in Utah in 1979, is popularly
known for its multi-platform network operating system Netware. Nowadays, after its
acquisition of Ximian and SUSE in 2003, Novell’s focus seems to be strongly shifted
towards Linux. Quite a number of products and technologies from Novell played an
crucial role in this project.
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4.2.5.1

eDirectory

Novell eDirectory, previously called Novell Directory Services, was released by Novell in
1993. It is a directory service, used to centrally manage access to resources on multiple
computer systems in a certain network.
It can be seen as a hierarchical object oriented database that saves all its entities in a
logical tree. These entities can range from employees to devices (printers, servers,...) and
documents.
eDirectory can be accessed in various ways. The previously discussed LDAP protocol
is one of these.
4.2.5.2

Identity Manager

The Identity Manager product is Novell’s solution to Identity and Access Management. It
contains synchronization capabilities for a whole range of directories, databases, operating
systems, Human Resources systems and even phone systems. Examples of these include
eDirectory, SAP, JDBC-compliant databases, etc. While support for many of these
systems is standardly provided, it is also possible to integrate other systems through
customized drivers and configurations.

Figure 4.6: Novell Designer for Identity Manager

As a result of this synchronization, Identity Manager can provide immediate access
to resources across the enterprize. With role-based provisioning, it is possible to assign
resources to users based on business roles and policies. It also makes it possible for
Identity Manager to provided simplified password management. User’s passwords can be
synchronized to provide a single password for all systems and hints can be given to users
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when they forgot their passwords. Means are also given to provide self-service password
recovery management and strong system-wide password policies.
To accomplish all this, Novell’s Designer for Identity Manager is often used as the
standard IDE to create and modify drivers. Like IBM’s Rational Application Developer
this product also consists of a set of plug-ins on top of the Eclipse development platform.

4.2.5.3

Novell Modular Authentication Service (NMAS)

Novell Modular Authentication Service (NMAS) is a standard component of Novell
eDirectory. It is an advanced authentication technology that supports dozens of advanced
authentication methods like smart cards, proximity cards, Kerberos, tokens, biometrics
(like fingerprint scanners) and digital certificates.
Not only does NMAS offer different methods to authenticate, it also offers graded
authentication. This means that it is possible to combine multiple authentication
mechanisms into a single NMAS authentication method to provide extra protection for
critical resources in the directory. For example, an NMAS method could be constructed
that requires users to both type in a password, present a valid smart card ID and
successfully complete a fingerprint scan in order for them to visit a critical webpage.
One of these authentication methods is called ChallengeResponse. This way of
authentication requires users to correctly answer one or more, administrator or user
defined, questions. While it is similar to password authentication, it offers a lot more
flexibility and it is often used in situations were users have forgotten their actual password.
The ChallengeResponse functionality can be accessed through the NMAS API.

4.2.6

Entrust getAccess

GetAccess, the flagship software product of Entrust, provides a way for authentication
and authorization to Web portal information and applications. Like NMAS, it supports
a broad range of authentication methods.
Under the hood of getAccess there must be a server containing all the data of the
users that can make use of the authentication and authorization mechanisms. GetAccess
supports multiple systems for this, ranging from Microsoft’s Active Directory to Oracle’s
RDBMS. At the company we did the project for, a Novell eDirectory LDAP server was
used in which each user was represented as an object. All these LDAP objects also
contained getAccess specific Object Classes and hence getAccess specific attributes too.
Typical examples of these are the GaStatus attribute, which contains a String with a
status code, and GaRoles, a multi-valued attribute that can contain the roles of a user.
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4.2.7

CAPTCHA

CAPTCHA is an acronym, trademarked by Carnegie Mellon University, that stands for
Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart. It is a
type of challenge-response test which purpose is to determine whether certain input was
given by a (human) user or by a program.
It is mostly used to prevent bots from (ab)using certain services or collecting sensitive
information. It can be used for example to prevent cheating with online polls or to prevent
spam bots from spamming message-boards, websites or harvesting e-mail addresses.
While nowadays also audio CAPTCHA’s exist, most of the time a CAPTCHA takes
the form of a jpg or png image containing a few letters and numbers. The idea is to make
this image so that it would become impossible for Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
software to read these letters and numbers, while humans can still read them. To do this,
some special effects are applied to the image, like randomly drawing lines over it. When,
on a web-page for example, one is asked to type over the letters and numbers that appear
in the CAPTCHA, if a correct result is given, it can hence be assumed that it was very
likely a human typed it in.

Figure 4.7: Some examples of CAPTCHA’s

4.3

Report

During the project, three different phases could be distinguished. This final part of the
chapter gives an overview of each of these phases.

4.3.1

Phase 1: Identity Manager clone

Part of the Novell Identity Manager product consists of a complete sample web portal,
which comes bundled with a number of Java portlets. One of these is the ”Challenge
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Response” portlet that asks a user to answer one or more secret questions and, on a
correct response, logs in the user. A second portlet on the other hand can be used to set
the pairs of questions and answers hereby used.
As already mentioned, the company the project was developed at, uses Novell
eDirectory as an LDAP server containing the user data of all of their customers. Since
eDirectory is the default data source for the ”Challenge Response” portlets mentioned
above, running the ”Challenge Response” portlets on top of the Identity Manager web
portal seemed the most obvious choice to meet our customer’s demands. There was
however a problem with this approach. The portal of the company (not to be confused
with the Novell Identity Manager portal itself) has its own very strictly defined house
style. While to some extend the look and feel of the portlets can be configured, it was
not possible to make them exactly in the same style as the one of the portal. Another
unacceptable problem was that Identity Manager did not support the Dutch language.
At the start of the project, I was therefore asked to make a web application that offered
the exact same functionality as the ”Challenge Response” portlets in Identity Manager,
but in Dutch and in the same style as the company portal.
The Identity Manager portal and portlets are bundled together as classes, configuration
files and meta data in an Enterprise ARchive file (EAR). These are actually just RAR
files[30] of which the contents are stored in a well-defined structure. They can therefore
simply be opened like regular RAR files with popular tools like, for example, WinRAR[31].
My first idea was therefore to break open this EAR file in order to be able to manually
decompile, recompile and edit the files inside it.
After decompiling some of the class files, I discovered that both the portal and the
portlets running on top of it uses separate XSL files to generate their layout and look.
An XSL file is similar to an XML file, but it is specifically made to generate content. By
carefully editing these XSL files, I managed to show the portlets in the same style as the
company portal.
Sample taken from an XSL file, showing control tags, variables, etc.
< xsl:if test = " @showImage = ’y ’ " > <! -- Show the image -- >
< td width = " 1 " >
< img
alt = " {$ com . dummy . T h e A l t T e x t F o r T h e I m a g e } "
border = " 0 "
src = " {$ Portal . ResourcePath }/ stylesheets /{$ Portal . Stylesheet . Name }/ img / myImage . gif "
/>
</ td >
</ xsl:if >

When I decompiled the class file of the ”Challenge Response” portlet I discovered it
uses resource bundles, which is the standard way to offer multi-language support in Java
web services. When resource bundles are used, for each different language, a separate
class file is used to contain all the strings that are shown to users. To put in support
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for the Dutch language, I started decompiling one of the classes to analyze it. I then
translated all the strings into Dutch and recompiled it. After bundling this together in
the EAR file again, the Challenge Response portlets now supported the Dutch language
too.
When this was completed, there were still two problems left. First of all, I stumbled
on a bug in the Internet Explorer browser. For some unknown reason it sometimes
worked perfectly and at some other times it just crashed. The second problem was that
the portlets required the Novell Identity Manager portal to run, while none of the other
services offered by the company needed this portal software. In other words, this relatively
resource intensive application had to run exclusively for two small web applications, which
in my opinion, was a situation better to be avoided.
While these problems were not considered unsolvable at the time, in the end, I had
to abandon the idea of using portlets altogether. The explanation was that the company
came with new ideas from time to time during the course of this phase to include in
the web applications, ranging from a CAPTCHA image to ways to block users. As
this functionality was not present in Novell’s sample ”Challenge Response” portlets,
this caused a serious problem. Initially, some research was done to see how this extra
functionality could be included. Eventually, I concluded that it would be too complex
and risky to implement however. After consulting my colleagues, we decided to start all
over by making our own customized web applications.

4.3.2

Phase 2: JSP using EJB

Fortunately, there were a few things I learned during phase one that gave benefits during
this second phase.
I discovered that the portlets in the Identity Manager portal use NMAS to communicate with the eDirectory LDAP server. After researching this technology, especially
its Challenge Response authentication method, I found it to be useful for my own web
applications, due to its close relationship and compatibility with eDirectory.
As mentioned before, it would have relatively been taken a copious extra resources to
implement the web applications as portlets, since they need to run on a resource intensive
portal platform. To prevent this, I searched for technologies that could work on the
systems which were already available at the company. One of their systems is a IBM
WebSphere Application Server (WAS), which runs all the Java based web applications
there. The project was mostly centered around Java so far, which was to my advantage,
as I have some experience in this language with regards to web development. Building
the web application on the Java platform therefore seemed to be an obvious choice. After
doing some research, I found out that Rational Application Developer was pretty much
the default IDE to use for developing Web Applications for WAS. A major factor that
also made me choose this IDE as my development environment was the fact that an
actual emulator of a WebSphere application server was part of the IDE. This is extremely
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convenient for testing purposes, as it allowed me to easily deploy everything on the
development system itself.
While researching NMAS, I discovered some very rudimentary sample code for a
Challenge Response servlet. Using servlet technology to build the web applications
initially sounded like a viable option. However, there were some serious drawbacks
attached to it. In a servlet, both logics and content fit into one single file. As the
logic was rather complicated and the content was pretty big this would have made quite
a mess in my opinion. The code would be very hard to read and maintainability would
be very low. Because of this, I started to delve into the Java EE documentation and
discovered two interesting technologies, namely JSP and EJB.
In order to obtain concrete and satisfying results quickly, I opted to use prototyping
early in the development process. For both applications I made a dummy EJB that would
only send back sample data. For example, if you would send a username and password to
the EJB, it would just compare it with a hardcoded value, so no connections to external
servers were ever made initially. This way, I could easily develop the content generating
part in the JSP pages, using these dummy beans. Once everything appeared the way it
should, I then replaced all this dummy code with the real one. This way I was able to
provide something useful, while keeping the real complex issues, like the use of NMAS,
for later. To avoid facing serious problems at the end of the development, I made some
sample code for testing and detecting errors as early as possible too though.
At the end of the phase I managed to make two web applications that provided similar
functionality as the portlets in Identity Manager. The applications were then handed over
to the client for acceptance, deployment and testing.

4.3.3

Phase 3: Finetuning

After testing, a document was returned describing some improvements they desired.
Most of it was rather superficial and very easy to do, however, some other additional
functionality posed a few extra challenges.
The username/password login mechanism on the company’s portal is part of Entrust
getAccess. As previously mentioned, this means that all users that can log in will have
(amongst other attributes) the getAccess specific attribute called ”gaStatus”, which is
used to set their status. This could be set to ”blocked”, ”active”, ”inactive”, etc. One of
its uses is to block users who exceeded a certain amount of failed logins. The company
requested a mechanism to lock users after a certain number of failed attempts to answer
their secret questions correctly. They also wanted the web application not to allow access
to users who were already blocked. Since this functionality is not standard in NMAS, I
had to learn how to do it manually using LDAP in Java.
Related to this was the request to add a login mechanism that kept track of how
many times people used the applications and how many people were blocked or set their
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question. As this was not standard NMAS functionality either, I had to manually do this
by using the LDAP protocol as well.
Finally they also wanted me to add a CAPTCHA image to the project. Originally
they wanted to put this after the authentication mechanism but this seemed pretty useless
to us as authentication by itself should already be a means to stop bots. Luckily, they
were convinced to put the CAPTCHA image right before authentication, which does offer
some extra layer of security as it would stop automated programs from automatically
blocking all users by answering the question wrong on purpose.

4.3.4

Situation at the moment

Figure 4.8: Final version of the ”ForgotPassword” web application

At the moment, all necessary functionality has been added and both web applications
are in production. As requested, extensive documentation has also been written and
delivered. There are plans for a new phase in which extra functionality, like additional
login mechanisms, would be added, but no concrete arrangements have been made yet.
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Chapter 5
Extra Projects
Apart from the two main projects discussed in the previous chapters, there were also a
number of smaller projects I did during my internship at irC 2 . Typically these extra
tasks only required a couple of days to complete and they were not directly related to
Identity Management. Yet, they gave me the opportunity to gain experience in various
other fields as these projects required me to do some smaller research too.

5.1

Article on Rootkits

Inter-Actief is a student association whose goal is to organize activities for students of the
Computer Science department of the University of Twente. It currently has over thousand
students from Computer Science, Business Information Technology and Telematics as
its members. Each year, a number of large activities are organized, amongst them an
intercontinental study trip. In the summer of 2006, they organized a study trip to the
United States of America.
Four times a year, Inter-Actief publishes a magazine called I/O Vivat. Under the same
name however, an extra edition was released on the occasion of the study trip. As they
would have liked to bring this magazine along with them while they visited companies
in the US, the magazine was completely written in English. They also decided to make
Information Security to be its theme.
By coincidence, irC 2 took notice of this special edition and after a conversation with
a representative of Inter-Actief, we made a deal with them. We had to offer them an
article of approximately thousand words, while in exchange Inter-Actief would offer us
some space for advertisement. Finally, irC 2 asked me if I wanted to provide an article.
For the topic of the article, I picked rootkits. While rootkits and rootkit technology is
something I am very interested in, partially this was also chosen because I had recently
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done a small related research in advance. While the audience of I/O Vivat is mostly very
computer savvy, few of them are however experts in information security. Although I had
to write the article as an introduction to rootkits, I did manage to put in a few more
advanced conclusions from the previous research.
When I arrived at Kernel Level Rootkits, after the obligatory paragraphs explaining
what rootkits in general were, I made the somewhat bold statement that rootkit detection
tools will always be one step behind on the latest rootkits. As a solution to this problem, I
suggested two best-practices: prevention and preparation. The rest of the article focused
on expanding the meaning of these terms and showing what was meant with them in
practice. For this, I used the famous adore-ng rootkit as an example.
I concluded this article saying that single full proof solutions against rootkits do not
exist. There is not a single tool or an out-of-the-box solution that can stop rootkits.
For maximum security against rootkits, a combination is needed of having the necessary
knowledge, being prepared in advance and having preventive countermeasures in place.

5.2

Article on Media Sanitation

Periodically articles on information security are written by irC 2 employees and published
on the irC 2 website1 . In the spirit of being treated as a regular employee during the
course of the internship, I was approached with the question whether I could write an
article for the website too.
I got the suggestion to write about Media Sanitation, which is, according to the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)2 definition, a general name
referring to the process of removing data from storage media, such that there is reasonable
assurance that the data may not be easily retrieved and reconstructed[32]. The reason
was that at the time the famous cryptologist Bruce Schneider made a controversial
remark on his website (and in his newsletter called ’Crypto-Gram’)[33] concerning the
NIST document ’Guidelines for Media Sanitation’[32]. In this document it was stated
that encryption is not a generally accepted means of sanitation as increasing power of
computers decreases the time needed to crack cipher text and therefore the inability to
recover the encrypted data can not be assured. Bruce Schneider did not agree with this at
all and his remark stirred up a small discussion in the security community. The result was
that without any extra information given, the paragraph was scrapped in later editions of
the document. It looked like an interesting topic to research, so I accepted this challenge.
After a brief introduction, I started the article by explaining how the most obvious
and actually the most effective way of Media Sanitation, physically destroying the device,
is something that could be undesirable in many different cases. This was aimed at
illustrating the value of researching alternative means.
1
2

http://www.irc2.com/
http://www.nist.gov/
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I continued by explaining and comparing two ways of Media Sanitation: the common
technique of overwriting the medium and the technique that used encryption, the main
topic of the article. This latter technique works as follows. It starts by using full disk
encryption, which can be done at any time before actually sanitizing the medium. Then,
if somebody wants to sanitize the medium, one only has to be sure that the decryption
key is gone.
The comparison between the two techniques was done by looking at three different
problems that might occur when encryption is used for Media Sanitation. These were
attacks on the encryption algorithm, attacks on the cryptographic system and procedural
problems, which consisted of all problems not related to cryptography itself. I concluded
that, although there were indeed a few problems and pitfalls when using using encryption,
the actual risk was pretty much comparable to those Media Sanitation techniques that
overwrite the data.
Remarkable however was, that both techniques had their own strong points and
weaknesses. This was interesting, as both techniques could be used at the same time,
combining them might actually be a good idea. This would for example offer an extra
layer of security as the encryption technique makes sure the data is never plainly written
to the medium, while the technique of overwriting the data makes sure the cyphertext
will (partially) disappear.
The article concluded that the paragraph in the NIST document is indeed wrong. To
absolutely minimize the risk, one has to physically destroy the medium. This is however
undesirable in many cases. While encryption is used for Media Sanitation there is indeed
a risk, in most cases this is acceptable and comparable to the risk of other, common, ways
of media sanitation. As the encryption technique has its own strong points, like its speed,
it is certainly something to keep in mind while defining a Media Sanitation policy.
This article was placed on the irC 2 website on Wednesday 25 October 2006.

5.3

Infosecurity.nl Exposition

Every year VNU Exibitions Europe organizes the infosecurity.nl exposition3 . In 2006,
this was held together with the Storage Expo and LinuxWorld exhibitions at the Utrecht
Jaarbeurs on the 11th and 12th of October.
The aim of the infosecurity.nl exposition is to provide the answers to all questions
businesses might have concerning information security. In order to achieve this, companies
working in the field of information security are invited to present their solutions. During
the course of the exposition, numerous seminars, vendor sessions and workshops are also
offered.
3

http://www.infosecurity.nl
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The 2006 edition of infosecurity.nl drew 6500 visitors in total. Due to the great interest
by the public and the high profile of the exhibition, it therefore offers a great opportunity
for those working in the field of information security to present their ideas, techniques,
services and vision to the world.
Also irC 2 sees infosecurity.nl as an important business opportunity. Hence, every year,
a lot of effort is put to make infosecurity.nl a grand success. To achieve this, all employees
of the company are asked to be present at the exposition to promote irC 2 and answer
questions to any information acquires.
I was also asked whether I could participate in the exposition. As this seemed to be a
good opportunity for me to also learn more about the commercial aspects of working in
the information security industry, I gladly accepted this invitation.

5.4

Writing Documentation

The two major projects I did and described previously in the report also required me to
write technical documentation concerning the implementation and deployment of them.
The aim of this documentation was primarily to make it easy for internal employees to
deploy it or change the configuration. Another reason was to make it easier to expand
later on if this would be necessary.
Due to the documentation actually becoming the property of the customer, I
unfortunately was unable to publish it in this report.

5.5

Company Meetings

Every six weeks, irC 2 holds a company meeting in which all employees should be present.
During these meetings discussions are held concerning business and company decisions.
It is considered an excellent opportunity to share ideas with colleagues.
Another aim of these meetings is to inform your colleagues about what your current
projects entail. The benefit of this is not only to educate colleagues on those topics
involved, but also to let them know which areas of information security you are currently
focusing on.
I was also invited to join these meetings, something I considered as a valuable
experience every time. It gave an excellent impression on how small companies work
and how decisions are made. It also made me learn a thing or two about information
security topics I was never involved with before, like Mainframe security. As I had to join
and and also present my own projects to the group, finally it was also a good opportunity
for me to practice my communication skills.
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Rootkits Unveiled
Olivier Toelen (olivier.toelen@irc2.com)
http://www.irc2.com
Although rootkits have been given a lot of media attention lately, a
thorough explanation of what this term actually entails is rarely seen.
As a result, many misconceptions about them seem to be floating around
lately.
Take the notorious Sony Rootkit as an example. While this topic has
been covered extensively in all kinds of media outlets,
misunderstandings about it are wide-spread. Most people seem to think
that it is a real rootkit, while its name is actually nothing more than
an ironic reference to the fact it simply uses techniques that are
commonly used by rootkits. The main aim of this article is therefore to
try and improve the general understanding of the nature of rootkits. To
do this, one of the more successful rootkits, adore-ng, will be briefly
examined as a case study.
While the term itself is too young to appear in any dictionary,
rootkits are generally defined as a tool (or a set of tools), used
after successfully breaking into a computer system, that hides logins,
processes and logs as well as usually sniffs terminals, connections and
possibly even the keyboard. The purpose of a rootkit is to give
crackers an automated, and hence lightning fast, means to hide their
presence on compromised systems. Not only will a rootkit generally try
to hide any evidence that a breach of a system has occurred, it will
also try to continuously hide the presence of the cracker after the
actual break-in itself.
Originally (i.e. at the end of the 80's), the term rootkit was used to
refer to a set of standard UNIX binaries like ps, netstat and password,
which were slightly modified and recompiled. The idea was to use them
to replace those standard programs on cracked systems. These new
binaries would then carefully hide any trace of the cracker that would
normally be shown by their original versions. While probably still
effective on many systems, nowadays it is easy to protect oneself
against these “application level” rootkits by using file integrity
systems, like the popular multiplatform tool Samhain.
As a counteraction, in the mid 90's, a new type of rootkit emerged, the
so-called kernel level rootkits. While the previously mentioned
rootkits were restricted to user space, these new types resided in
kernel space. Theoretically, this would give the rootkit complete
control over the system and hence, all detection tools run from within
user space could potentially be deceived by the rootkit. Luckily, in
practice this is something impossible to achieve, yet we see that
detection methods are always one step behind on the latest rootkit

techniques. The two key elements for protecting oneself against this
threat are therefore prevention and preparation. It should be prevented
that a system can easily be infected by a rootkit and the necessary
information should be extracted from a clean system before putting it
in a hostile environment. To effectively implement this strategy, it is
however first necessary to known the enemy. Let us therefore take a
look now at a real kernel level rootkit, adore-ng, and see how this
knowledge helps us in defending against it.
There are two ways adore-ng can take over a system, both relying on
Linux Loadable Kernel Modules (LKM). These LKMs are small object files
that can be dynamically loaded and unloaded from the Linux kernel. The
original method employed by adore-ng was to load an LKM containing
adore-ng, followed by loading a special cleaner LKM which completely
hides the LKM which was loaded last (which should be adore-ng).
As soon as tools started to show up that could detect these hidden
LKMs, a new method was added to adore-ng though. This method consists
of infecting other LKMs already residing on the system, which is done
by adding adore-ng's own initialization and exit procedures to the
infected LKM, which both contain references to the original init,
respectively exit, procedures. As a result, the LKM will still behave
exactly like before, except that it now also secretly inserts adore-ng
in the kernel as soon as it is loaded. A good way to prepare a system
against these attacks is again by using file integrity checks, this
time on the LKMs. In addition one should keep track that no rogue
modules are loaded. An alternative strategy would be to disable LKM
support in the Linux kernel after booting. Finally, some programs, like
the already mentioned Samhain, offer ways to verify the integrity of a
running kernel.
While effective strategies to rapidly discover adore-ng infections or
to avoid them altogether hence exist, they rely on the fact that the
system has been secured while it was still clean. However, detecting
adore-ng on a system which has not been prepared in advance can be a
difficult task. One reason for this is the complete absence of adore-ng
in user space. While adore-ng can be used to hide files and processes
on a system and to execute programs as root from within user space,
this functionality is only available when a shell authenticates first
using a secret key. If no knowledge of this key is available, adore-ng
will stay completely hidden.
When there is the suspicion that a system has been compromised by a
rootkit, the first thing that comes in mind is probably to run a
rootkit scanner. This could however cause a feeling of false security.
During recent tests, it was discovered that when adore-ng was busy
hiding files and processes, the scanners indeed detected the rootkit.
However, when adore-ng was not doing this, its presence went completely
undetected! New proof-of-concept tools have recently emerged that could
scan kernel memory looking for signatures of adore-ng. Yet, these are
still not very practical and very prone to generating false positives.
Recently, in the paper “Searching for the Adore rootkit : ng” a new
technique has been discovered that could detect adore-ng and even
recover its secret key. While proof-of-concept code was added to the
paper, currently no tools exist that implement this method.

Even in this brief case study, we see a concept that seems to return in
all aspects of computer security: a solution to a problem rarely comes
as a single tool. Only through knowledge, prevention and preparation
can systems be truly secured from rootkits.
http://stealth.openwall.net/rootkits/
http://www.la-samhna.de/samhain/
http://www.irc2.com/adore-ng_detection.pdf
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Disk Encryption voor Media Sanitation:
Olivier Toelen
olivier.toelen@irc2.com

In de Special Publication 800-88 over Media Sanitation van het NIST [1] kwam de volgende,
naar het Nederlands vertaalde, paragraaf voor:
Encryptie is in het algemeen geen aanvaarde manier voor (Media) Sanitation. De
toenemende kracht van computers zorgt ervoor dat de benodigde tijd om ciphertext te kraken
daalt, waardoor het onvermogen om geëncrypteerde data te ontcijferen niet gegarandeerd
kan worden.
Een week nadat dit gepubliceerd werd, gaf de bekende cryptoloog Bruce Schneider, zowel op
zijn website[2] als in zijn nieuwsbrief "Crypto-Gram"[3], hierop echter commentaar. Hij was
namelijk van mening dat wanneer een veilig encryptie programma gebruikt wordt, het
weggooien van de encryptiesleutel wel een aanvaardbare manier is van Media Sanitation.
Ondertussen werd uit de nieuwste versie van dit NIST document dan ook de desbetreffende
passage verwijderd. Toch blijkt uit de commentaar die over dit voorval terug te vinden is dat
het gebruik van (disk) encryptie voor Media Sanitation toch op zijn minst zeer controversieel
genoemd kan worden. De bedoeling van dit artikel is daarom om meer klaarheid te scheppen
over dit thema .
Laten we eerst echter even kijken wat de term Media Sanitation juist inhoudt. In het hierboven
genoemde NIST document wordt het alsvolgt gedefinieerd: "Sanitation refereert naar het
algemene proces om data te verwijderen van opslag media zodat er met redelijke zekerheid
kan gesteld worden dat data niet gemakkelijk teruggewonnen of gereconstrueerd kan
worden". Opslag media variëren hierbij van het meest typische voorbeeld, de harde schijven,
tot CD-ROMs en USB sticks.
Als meest voor de hand liggende methode van Media Sanitation wordt vaak het fysisch
vernietigen van de data aangehaald. Bij harde schijven kan dit bijvoorbeeld gebeuren door
versnippering, het boren van gaten, demagnetiseren, smelten, enzovoort. Hoewel deze
methode toch nog niet in alle gevallen 100% fail-safe is, ligt het voor de hand dat met deze
methode van Sanitation potentieel de beste resultaten geboekt kunnen worden. Zo kan men
toch wel stellen dat uit een volledig gesmolten harddisk hoogstwaarschijnlijk geen informatie
meer gehaald kan worden. Toch kan wegens enkele belangrijke nadelen deze methodes
vaak niet toegepast worden. Ten eerste zijn ze in de praktijk vaak moeilijk uit te voeren. Ze
kosten in het algemeen vaak relatief veel tijd, zo zal een harddisk eerst uit de computer
gehaald moeten worden, en is er mogelijk gespecialiseerd materiaal voor nodig. Een tweede
nadeel is het feit dat hierbij het medium zelf mee vernietigd wordt. Wanneer een bedrijf beslist
om bijvoorbeeld oude hardware te schenken aan een school, dan is het in principe gewenst
dat ook de opslagmedia meegeleverd kan worden. Het vernietigen van media die nog perfect
herbruikbaar zijn, heeft tenslotte ook een negatieve impact op zowel het budget als het milieu.
Aangezien de beste methoden voor het saneren van media in vele gevallen dus niet geschikt
zijn of vrij belangrijke nadelen hebben, is het interessant om ook andere vormen van Media
Sanitation te bestuderen. Deze zijn met name het overschrijven van data en het gebruik van
data encryptie, de methode waarover het hier specifiek gaat. Aangezien deze methoden

moeilijk te vergelijken zijn met het fysiek vernietigen van media, zal dit laatste verder buiten
beschouwing worden gelaten in dit artikel. Bij ATA harde schijven is er tevens nog een vierde
methode bestaande, namelijk het gebruik van het Secure Erase commando. Deze methode is
echter zeer gelijkaardig met het overschrijven van data en zal daarom verder gemakshalve
beschouwd worden als dezelfde techniek.
Het overschrijven van data voor Media Sanitation is een zeer eenvoudig concept dat echter
op verschillende manieren kan uitgevoerd worden. Dezelfde techniek wordt tevens gebruikt
om afzonderlijke bestanden permanent te verwijderen. Er kan voor gekozen worden om de
data binair te overschrijven met nullen, enen, met random data of met speciale patronen. Het
doel hiervan ligt voor de hand. Door het overschrijven van de data zal deze niet meer
teruggevonden kunnen worden op het medium en aldus kan men dit als gesaneerd
beschouwen. Tegenover deze techniek staat het gebruik van encryptie voor Media Sanitation.
Op zichzelf heeft het gebruik van encryptie niet veel te maken met Media Sanitation en wordt
het in de eerste plaats gebruikt om data af te schermen van onbevoegden. Wanneer
encryptie gebruikt wordt op een medium is er echter een zeer snelle en eenvoudige manier
om dit medium te saneren. Er voor zorgen dat de decryptie sleutel weggegooid wordt zorgt er
namelijk in principe voor dat de ciphertext (de ganse inhoud van het medium) niet meer te
ontcijferen valt waardoor deze betekenisloos wordt. Hoewel deze methode misschien minder
voor de hand ligt als de eerste , is ze conceptueel alvast te beschouwen als een geldige vorm
van Media Sanitation.
Belangrijker is echter de vraag of deze methode veilig genoeg is om ook in de praktijk
toegepast te worden op een medium dat gevoelige informatie bevat. Laten we daarom enkele
tegenargumenten onderzoeken. De mogelijke problemen met deze methode kunnen we ruw
gezien onderverdelen in drie categoriën: aanvallen op het encryptie algoritme, aanvallen op
het encryptie systeem zelf en procedurele problemen.
Bij aanvallen op het encryptie algoritme probeert men aan de hand van de ciphertext, de
inhoud van het medium dus, de plaintext te ontcijferen. Hierbij geldt het argument van Bruce
Schneider: als het encryptie algoritme goed genoeg is, zou dit als ondoenbaar te beschouwen
moeten zijn. Als men de gemiddelde tijden opzoekt voor het brute-forcen van een key die
gebruikt wordt bij 128 of zeker 256-bit AES, dan kan men dit enkel beamen. Gezien de
omvang van deze getallen is het vrij onrealistisch te verwachten dat de kracht van computers
zodanig zal toenemen dat dit brute-forcen in de nabije toekomst mogelijk wordt. Het
encrypteren van media wordt in de eerste plaats gebruikt om bestanden te beschermen. Als
men hiervoor een encryptie algoritme gebruikt dat goed genoeg is voor deze taak, waarom
zou het dan niet goed genoeg zijn voor Media Sanitation? Toch kan er, zelfs als er een goed
encryptie algoritme gekozen wordt, nooit 100% garantie gegeven worden. Ten eerste is het
mogelijk dat er bij de implementatie van het algoritme fouten gemaakt werden bij het
programmeren en ten tweede zou het kunnen dat het algoritme ergens in de toekomst
gebroken wordt.
Het encryptie systeem kan beschouwd worden als de implementatie van een encryptie
algoritme door een fabrikant. Hier bestaat er het risico dat de fabrikant een backdoor of een al
dan niet geheime procedure heeft ingebouwd die het toch nog mogelijk maakt om de
ciphertext te ontcijferen, zelfs wanneer de sleutel verwijderd werd. Een tweede probleem is
dat het encryptie systeem mogelijk niet het ganse medium encrypteerd. Denken we
bijvoorbeeld aan de swap space op een harddisk.

Procedurele problemen ontstaat door de mentaliteit van de gebruikers. Het gebruik van
encryptie kan ervoor zorgen dat er een vals gevoel van veiligheid ontstaat. Dit kan leiden tot
slordigheden zoals het vergeten om echt alle sleutel, inclusief eventuele backup keys, te
verwijderen.
Uit bovenstaande kan afgeleid worden dat er inderdaad risico's verbonden zijn aan het
gebruik van encryptie voor Data Sanitation. Op zich zegt dit echter niet veel. Zolang het
medium niet permanent vernietigd wordt, zullen er namelijk onvermijdelijk risico's blijven
bestaan. Het is daarom zinvoller om deze risico's te bekijken in vergelijking met de risico's die
bestaan bij het overschrijven van data. Ook in de tool dat ervoor zorgt dat het medium
overschreven wordt kunnen er namelijk programmeerfouten voorkomen. Al dan niet gewenst
zou het ook voorkomen dat niet gans de harde schijf overschreven wordt. Tevens is er ook bij
deze methode geen garantie dat een nieuwe methode om de data toch te recupereren ook in
de toekomst nooit gevonden zal worden. Waar bij encryptie het gevaar bestaat dat de sleutel
toch nog ergens opgeslagen blijft, is er ook bij het overschrijven van data geen garantie dat er
toch nog een image van het medium ergens bestaat, bijvoorbeeld als backup of RAID-1
mirrored. Tenslotte kunnen ook procedurele fouten gemaakt worden bij het overschrijven van
data. Dit kan bijvoorbeeld gemakkelijk vergeten worden of de tool die hiervoor gekozen werd
kan verkeerd gebruikt worden waardoor de procedure voortijdig beëindigd wordt.
Zoals hierboven beschreven is de kritiek op het gebruik van disk encryptie voor Media
Sanitation op zich niet zo verschillend van deze op het overschrijven van data. Inherent zijn
aan beide methodes risico's verbonden, maar de grootte van dit risico hangt veelal af van de
implementatie van de techniek, zoals bijvoorbeeld de keuze van het encryptie/overschrijf
algoritme. Tevens is de vraag of een specifieke implementatie van een techniek al dan niet
geschikt is voor Media Sanitation niet eenduidig te beantwoorden, aangezien het voor een
groot gedeelte ook afhangt van de data die beschermd moet worden zelf. Als de geheime
data op een medium bijvoorbeeld bestaat uit wachtwoorden, dan zal de waarde hiervan 5 jaar
na datum nog maar zeer beperkt zijn. In dat geval zou het gebruik van een techniek die
mogelijk in de toekomst gebroken kan worden geen groot risico met zich meebrengen.
Vergelijken we nu de technieken zelf met elkaar, dan valt op dat ze niet alleen elk hun eigen
sterktes hebben, maar dat ze ook vrij complementair zijn. Zo is bij het gebruik van encryptie
het Media Sanitation proces enorm snel, men hoeft namelijk enkel de sleutel te verwijderen.
Wel dient bij deze techniek reeds van tevoren encryptie gebruikt te worden en heeft het
weinig nut om net voor het saneren het medium nog te gaan encrypteren. Anderzijds is het
overschrijven van data een relatief traag en omslachtig proces. Het voordeel ervan is echter
dat dit gebruikt kan worden zonder enige voorbereiding. Bij het gebruik van beide technieken
samen slaat men echter twee vliegen in een klap. Terwijl de encryptie methode ervoor zorgt
dat de data nooit open op het medium geschreven wordt, zal het overschrijven er voor zorgen
dat ook de ciphertext (al dan niet gedeeltelijk) verdwijnt.
We kunnen concluderen dat de paragraaf in het NIST document inderdaad incorrect is. Wil
men absoluut geen risico lopen, dan is het vernietigen van het medium de enige oplossing. Of
er al dan niet een risico aanwezig is, is bij Media Sanitation echter niet waar het om gaat.
Veeleer moet er gezien worden of de grootte van het risico aanvaardbaar is ten opzichte van
de gevoeligheid van de data die verwijderd dient te worden. In dit opzicht is het gebruik van
encryptie zeker en vast te beschouwen als een geldige Media Sanitation techniek. Gezien de

techniek zijn eigen unieke voordelen heeft, zoals de enorme snelheid waarmee het mogelijk
kan gebeuren, en bovendien zelfs complementair is met het meer gebruikelijke overschrijven
van data, lijkt het zeker de moeite waard om aandacht te schenken aan deze techniek tijdens
het opstellen van een Media Sanitation policy.
--[1] [http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-88/NISTSP800-88_rev1.pdf]
[2] [http://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2006/09/media_sanitizat.html]
[3] [http://www.schneier.com/crypto-gram-0609.html#11]
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